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The growing global awareness of electrical power quality has led to an increase in 
voltage dip (sag) research. Within the study of voltage dips, methods of dip classification 
are an area of active research. Conventional methods of dip classification are based solely 
on the duration of the dip and the magnitude of the voltage deviation during the dip. This 
approach does not give insight into the phase behaviour during the dip or the type of fault 
which caused the dip. 
To overcome the shortcomings of conventional dip classification methods, Dr M Bollen 
proposed a phase-based classification method having seven dip types (types A to G) in 
1993. In addition, he developed two phase-based classification algorithms. The 
evaluation of the Bollen algorithm revealed that the Symmetrical Component method 
gives incorrect results in the event of phase shift while the Six-Phase algorithm fails if the 
angle of the reference voltage is set to 00 • The phase shift limitation is critical, since 
phase shift does occur in practice although more commonly on distribution cable 
networks. 
In this thesis, a new phase-based algorithm is developed, which overcomes the 
shortcomings of the Bollen algorithms. The new algorithm computes the dip type based 
on the difference in phase angle between the measured voltages. 
In software simulations, the new algorithm is able to distinguish between single phase 
and phase-phase dip types over the full range of phase shift and dip magnitude. To verify 
the new classification algorithm, dips are simulated in the laboratory and then classified 
using the new algorithm. The new algorithm was also evaluated by applying it to dips 
recorded on the Eskom Distribution network in the Western Cape. 
The classification of voltage dips presents a challenge in terms of equipment performance 
and statistical behaviour of power networks. From this perspective, it is easy to accept 
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INTRODUCTION TO VOLTAGE DIPS 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
The past three decades have seen a rapid increase in the global use of electrical loads which 
create voltage disturbances. Power electronic devices. fluorescent lighting. PC's and 
electronic loads are common examples of these. These loads dravv non-sinusoidal currents 
from the supply network thereby distorting the network voltage which is supplied to other 
consumers. As a result. there has been an increased awareness of the quality of electricity. 
According to the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). 20% of the total electrical load 
in the USA was electronic in 1985. This was expected to jump to 50-60% by 2000 [33]. 
The increased use of devices which distort the supply voltage has also co-incided with an 
increase in the sensitivity of industrial equipment to voltage disturbances. Variable Speed 
Drives (vsd's) and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC's) are examples of industrial 
equipment which are commonly affected by voltage anomalies. such as voltage dips, 
surges. voltage unbalance. etc. 
1.2 POWER QUALITY PARAMETERS 
The term "Power Quality" is used to describe the characteristics of the electrical product 
supplied by power utilities [39]. The characteristic parameters used to describe power 
quality are generally focused on the supplied voltage. These parameters are classified as 
illustrated below: 
POWER QUALITY PARAMETERS 
Voltage Quality Voltage Distu rbance Voltage Continuity 
• Magnitude • Dip • Interruption 
• Unbalance • Swell Momentary / 
• Harmonics • Transient Sustained 
• Flicker • Impulse! 
Spike 










In fig. 1_ I. the V0lt~g~ QU.lhty paramder., reler to the ,teOKiy stalc vollagc anol1l~lies, such 
as unh~bnc~_ flick~r, haml(ln;c, and vollag" magnitude. 
Th~ Volbgc Dislllrhance Cal"!;,,ry rden to (he lnms;em \'oltage disllLrhances, soch a, dips 
(,ags), ,urge'S and ,urge irnpu l\.L'S. 
The last cmcgor~. Voltage COllt inuit y, refers to the long t~nn ~'adabilit ~ of supp] y 
In the context of the PO\\'t.>r Quality p"r~l1leter' in Fig.1 1, this resc~r~h is ],,,,v'cd Oil the 
\'011 age disturhance parameter called "dips"_ 
I.J VOl.TAGE f)lPS (SAGS) 
1.3.1 DdJllilion uf di[l~ 
In North Amencan countries. dip" are rd"rrcd 10 as "sags", Voltage dips arc ddined 
difli;:rcntly hy international s.twldan.h lxxIic:l. ,meh a:llhc IEEE ~Ild lEe. 
Fig.I.2 illustrates lh~ three phase sinusoidnl voltages during ~ thre~-phase dip . 
• ,
The IEEE Std , 1159 defines a dip (sag) ~s follows [35} 
- .1.1.51 ,at: .i ,/,y're,,",' to 1><'I"e"n 0 I and 0 9 ('.11 ill 1'1".1 ml'd~" m' ,w'n'n! at th,' P"'t"" 
jreq"",wvjm dWal"~U ()!'O.\ ",,,I.' to I mill 
fYl'i{'dl val"" "I'" O. i 10 O. 9 p " 
I\ 'OT£ Tu ~n'!' " nI,,""riml ""Iue In v .'"g, the re",,,,,,,cnded ">age j" "d sag tn 2("~ " njw/Jich 
,",'anJ thal Ih.' 1m,' l'nlttlge iJ ,ed"ced dOlt-n In 2(),-,~ oJ th~ "'l'm,,1 mlu", nor ,~du('ed b" 211' •. (h in); 
th., i'H'I"J"jtimJ "or' ("-, In "0 sa); 01 .:'(jw~ --0)' Iml'IIed by --a 2()'-'o dip "J i, deprew,,'d. " 
The lEe 61 000-2 -~ give, the 1,'I1""ing dcJini hon [351 
"2. J \'OI"'-~e dip. Ill/taw ,a~ "- "J/,M,m miuc'J(m '>fthe ,,,!tage at a pmtlm/a,- J'<~'," ,m an el~",id,,' 
"'Ppl" ,.,-""," bduw " '[W<-i/,,,,I ,iiI' IhrnlkMjullowed h ii, ,""co'w}, ,ift,"· " b'l</ ;","",,/" 
In South Ali-ied, Ih~ ~mion~l I{ allonali,cd User document NRSD4 R-2:2004" the sland~rd 











"05,,,1<1'-11 miue/inn i>J Ik ,' ,',nL<. mirage, IN Q pcdnd if "'-'m','e>J 111 m, "lid j ' . of any nr " Ii vf Ih" 
ph",,' ml"'g".1 nf a ,ingh',pi1",," (Jr " ""I'phm,' _'''{,piy. the ,I"mtlon 0/ a "nltag" d,T' i., Ih,· Ii"," 
mcu,,,,,,,/ from 'he momen1 Ihe n.u l'OllUlW droPJ bel"" 0,9 per II"il or de'"'",",1 ,vIIUK' 10 '!·hen 'he 
\'()IIQ~e rjse> u/,._,, 'c 0, 9 "N' uml of d.'('h1l-1'<1 "ni",~" 
Should the \'oliagc r~xludi"n b,l Ii,r longer than , ~"'''mls, th~ ~\'~nl would be ~al~g"ris~d 
as cilh~r a momentary or a ,uslamcd mlclTuptioll. In alllhc ,klinitioTls ptXOsenltd abo\'~, il 
should I:c noted lhal the dip j, denoted by a reduction in voltage (or mm:nl) magmludc 
bdow a 'p"~i lied (hr~sho l tl valoc (wer a duralioll of lime. 
Vollag~ dips are the IllOS] frc'luelltly occurnng p""er ,]ualily phenomenon S~~n by 
COll,umcrs. Below are the results of a survey which ,tuJkJ th~ power quality at 2,,\ Bdl 
Labs computer installatlon.', dlStributed g~()gr"Phlca[jy throughout USA. ~kasul'cmcnts 
W~I" laken O\'CI' 270 months [9]. 
, 
" 
, I " 
III light of the abov~, it call be inferr~d that dip' have [he largesllmpad on wn,uml'fs due 
to Iheir high trLqu~nc) oj' OCLurITn~c' and [he associated co,t imphcation. 
1.3.2 Caus~, of dip, 
t h~ majority of dips are Lau>cd hy events ",hidl occur irequemly on electrical Ildwol'ks 
,u~h asc 
• T mn,nllssion lme raults and associakd prot~ction oper3tions 
. In,ulator Ilashovcrs and hghtning: 
• Sudden load changes· such as motor starting. 1000 shifting Jild tl'dllsrOrlll~1' 
ell~rgisat ioll 
• Equipmellt failure 
• Allimal contacts (birds) and \'andali,m 
O,erhe3d lines arc more common in rural distl'lbutioll networks. A, such, they aI" more 
prone to dips caused by line coot:lCts and outside interferellce. In urtmll al'~a, InO,t or [he 
distribution net\\orks are undel'groulld, III this cas~, dips occur k" fre'lu~n[l) and are 
g~nerally du~ to lo~d cIl'c<:ts such a, m'~o l' starting and transiimllcr encrgi/.ing. 
13.3 P ropagation "f dips 
The Cff~cls or,oltage di p, arC gencrally mOrC apparent at the ~onsum~r from ",hom the dip 
originatc,_ In South AJill'a it IS estimated th3t about 60". of dip problems origil1llt~ within 











H()w.:v~r. dips also propagate through th~ electricity network JlId can ~ffect neighbounng 
con'ulU<'rs. I h", extent to "hieh Ih~ <ill' imp~d' on n~'lghh"unng c",,,umer.; (.!trend, on 
• rile system fault Ie\d 
• The vector confi~urJlioll of inlcll""ing transfonncrs and 
• The impedance o11he electrical n~1work 
Therd"re, lh~ dip, mL,,-,u~d at a particular "Ie" ill inc]mk dips which onginalL Ii-om the 
Ulihl)' I1dwork. Ii-om I1cighhouring cOn,uInCT' "-, "ell as from within the measurement Slle 
1(,elL 
1.3.4 Effet t, of dips 
The ~ommon dlcLL, o(',,,]wg,, dip, arc: 
• Vislbk <dippmg' of il",,,,,,k,ccnl li gh \s 
• High Inlen'lly Di~hargc I1ght;ng ,witches 011 for a dip and automatically 
re,lrihs aftLr arrro~llna\d y III minute" 
• Tripping nl'variable "",ed drive, [ysd ) and oIlier \'()ltagc-sen,i\i\'~ ~yuipmcnl 
• \'lalop~ra(i"n or lailu", 0 I' cOnlml ClrcuLlry, iocludmg molor ~onlador' 
Wh~l-e such equipment forms pmt elf J s~riJJ process, J dip CJn cau'e Ihe entire prc>cess 10 
he int~nllp le(L "Ikll ""ulling: in sC'~r~ !inaTIC,ar wm~yu<;nces 10 the consumer_ As " 
con'cyu~oc~_ daim_, I"r wm~n'''lion ar~ onen lodged agmnsl (h~ ,uWly au(h"nly_ 
Industrial processes which depend heavily on th~ continuity of serial processes ur whose 
processes are subjecl 10 shon lim~"'constallls are PJnicularly JI risk due to voltage dips, 
Typical examples of soch industries are extrusion pianlS, spinning plants, th~ pulp and 
pJp~r induslry, cen'k.'Tl1 kilns and ~htlmcal plam" Tht !ig:arc btl"", J!luslral~s Ih~ r~wll, 01' 
research done to establi,h the cost of dips (0 a pap.:r plant m South Africa [211. 
P'por P1 ... Dip Evonb INolv .. rl 
"""""n, 
] 1£,],.\ t>-o. of 'ull,~o dLp "'01Ll, (lell) .1'U 11,0 c",l p<r o,'<nl (righL) f()f. lyplc,i p"p<r rt.l1l ('_\'tmctd[rum 
{21 j) 
Fig:_I.3 lI1di~alt_' lh~ tinm-..:iallmp",:l of Y"llag:~ dips ~"ptricnc~d al a 1>'P,cal pap,;r plant. 
In this instance. (h~ a\erage co,t per dip ranges belween R50 000 l" RoO ()()() In the 











Table 1.2 lists the typical impact of dips on some common industries. 
TABLE 1.2 - THE IMPACT OF DIPS ON VARIOUS INDUSTRIES [adapted from 35J 
Industry Impact 
Paper industry Paper web has poor quality or 
breakdown. 
Textile industry Fabric defects or line is broken. 
Steel industry Wire extrusion winders can disturb the 
lining of the metal. 
Newspaper press Breakage/tearing of paper line 
Petrochemical industry. Contaminated tanks, pipes and 
restproducts 
Chemical industry Destroyed batch because disturbance in 
control, pumps, valves, autoclaves 
Semiconductor industry Destroyed chips, restart of testing of 
chips. 
1.3.5 Mitigation of dips 
The extent to which dip mitigation is implemented is a function of the costs involved and 
the importance of the process being protected. 
Some of the important considerations for dip mitigation are listed below: 
• Type of supply network (overhead or underground) 
• Origins and causes of dips 
• Earthing and wiring practices at customer installation 
• Customer process sensitivity and equipment immunity 
Due to the varying nature of the above factors, dip mitigation strategies are specific to each 
individual installation. 
Some of the commercially available technologies for dip mitigation are listed in [9] as: 
• Motor Generator Sets 
• Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS) Systems 
• Superconducting Storage Devices 
• Statordyne ™ 
• Written Pole Motors 
Cheaper mitigation alternatives are also available, such as [9]: 
• Changing protection settings to limit the duration of dips 
• Slugging of contactors to increase inertia 
• Tapping up of supply transformers 











1.4 POWER QUALITY REGULATION IN SOUTH AFRICA 
The definition and classification of dips play an important role in the following aspects 
related to power quality: 
• Dip Statistics and estimation 
• Equipment Tolerance specifications 
• Identification of dip causes 
• Dip Mitigation strategies 
In 1996, The South African National Electricity Regulator (NER) was charged with the 
regulation of power quality. The NRS048 standard was developed specifically for power 
quality. It initially includes specific limits for voltage dips which may be experienced by 
electricity consumers. The inclusion of dip limits resulted from the input of industrial 
interest groups who were concerned about the impact of dips on production processes and 
the possible deterioration of dip levels. The dip limits were based on dips being defined by 
voltage deviation and dip duration. 
The role players involved in power quality are: 
• electricity suppliers ( licensees) 
• consumers of electricity 
• equipment suppliers 
• regulatory bodies 
Natural competition in a deregulated electricity supply industry is expected to lead to an 
improvement in levels of power quality. This point has however not yet been reached in 
South Africa. It is thus necessary to have guidelines for acceptable power quality as part of 
the license requirements for electricity suppliers [21]. 
In 2002, the NER published a document entitled "NER Directive on Power Quality" [21]. 
This document is aimed at managing power quality by outlining the roles and 
responsibilities of the role-players. This is in contrast to the initial regulatory approach 
which was based on adherence to specific dip limits. The NER chose to change its focus to 
the management processes itself by providing a general framework for managing the non-
technical aspects of power quality. 
Of particular interest to this research, is the responsibility placed on equipment suppliers in 
this document, wherein it states [21], pAS: 
"Suppliers should be in a position to provide technical performance data fhr all power 
quali~v parameters. This performance data may be for basic and enhanced equipment 
o\peci/lcations, and imp~v differentiated pricing. " 
For suppliers to provide technical performance detail on dips, the dip immunity of 
equipment should be known and quantifiable. This in tum implies that equipment should be 
tested for dip performance and that suitable test protocols be available. 
1.5 SPECIFYING EQUIPMENT IMMUNITY TO DIPS 
The free movement of electrical equipment between countries and economies has resulted 
in the need for comparative analysis of dip tolerance specifications. Conformance to 











European Union (EU) uses compliance " 'nb ;1, I'Me slandards. as a I~gal prere'luisite f'or 
selling of electrical goods hoelwe~n its m~mh~r countric,_ 
With rel"ren~e to "ohage dip', it i, important thaI equipment suppliers are able to specify 
the dip toidaI1Ce of thcir equipment. In 131 ] the dip tolerance of AC contact<ll-' was 
r.esean;hed hy p .. 'rtonning dip tolerance test s, It was ,howll that nisting dip definitions. 
Wllich oilly use magnirude and duration. do not adequately de>erihe the dip ",sp"ns~ of' 
cenaitltypcs of ac contactors, 
II is shown that there is a noticeable ~hange m dip tokraoce with ~hang~s In the pha,e 
angle shift of a dip 1 h~ Ii glLre hoelow 1S an e'Ctract Irum [.11] wjlidl i Ilu~(rat~s thi~ poinl, 
"; , I I I . 
"I ! ~t:1-1 
,-r'1-~ , ,. 
I I 
. , , ; --i- ,', 
i ,. 1-
; .~ =+ 
.. I " . 
~/ , .. -, 
I 
1 1 ___ 1-
• • • • • • • • • 
- I~" 
I-"c., ...... ' ---= c·" .... __ :t:l • .,.o. -- .... "' .. -"',"7",','] 
'.-:- ."".... ~''''~" 
The tolerallce curve, in rig 1.4 are itltelpreted as follows; 
-
'I he 'C- atld y-axes represem tho" dip duration and r~,idual vo\lage magnilude re,pecti,ely, 
rhe plotted curvcs repr~s~nt the lmmunily or the contactor for diffcrem values of phase 
shift oc~umng during the dip_ 
Inhe ~ontactor e'CIJCrien~e" dip~ Wilh magnitude and duration ' -alues which lie aoo"e or to 
(he left of a cun'e, the contactor will be able to withstand the dip without mall'unctionmg_ 
For value~ below 01' (0 the right of a cun'e, the contoctor drops oul. Th~ di Il'-..-ent ~ur"es 
cleart y indicate that the dip tolerallC~ changes f'or di ff~rent phase shi n values_ 
The limitation of Ihe mrrent Jip cla,~ifLcation methodology is also apparem when on~ 
con~iJers the impact of phase shift on power electronic equipmellt which d~pends on 7ern-
cro"ing, for propel' switchmg, 
'Ihis important point is lilrther suh,1antiated by Sannmo {ct al) in [4.11, "her .. ' the Jip 
Ie-ling of voltage ,,,un;e com'erters L~ pre~enteJ, The conclusioll reached is that the dip 
immunity testing protocol lor con'-eriers should include the response of the equipment to 
phase shift, 










Voltage dip immunity standards have developed globally from the need to specify dip 
performance in certain industries. 
The major dip tolerance specifications in use are listed below: 
1.5.1.1 Semiconductor Industry Equipment Immunity Curve: SEMI F47 
This standard was developed in the USA specifically for the semiconductor industry. Due 
to the inherent dip sensitivity of the manufacturing processes involved, a specific dip 
tolerance curve was devised as a benchmark for semiconductor manufacturing equipment. 
For most immunity standards, the compliance is used as a quality criterion, which improves 
the marketability of the complying equipment. 
1.5.1.2 ITIC (CBEMA) 
Originally known as the CBEMA curve, this standard was originally developed in the 
1970's to describe the tolerance of mainframe computer equipment to dips [29]. Since no 
other tolerance curves existed at the time, this standard was informally adopted by other 
industries. It essentially describes a tolerance envelope for a single-phase LV load. In 1996, 
the curve was revised and named after its new council. the Information Technology 
Industry Council (InC) 
1.5.1.3 IEC 61000-4-11: Immunity Testing 
Whereas the other standards classify dip tolerance as either "pass" or "fail" this IEC 
standard specifies various classes of dip performance for equipment rated < 16A. 
In 2005, Sannino (et al), proposed an extension of the existing IEC 61000-4-11 dip testing 
protocol to include phase angle shift as a test parameter. Using Matlab / Simulink ™ 
software simulations, they effectively demonstrated the effects of dips with phase angle 
shift on a voltage source converter [43]. 
1.5.1.4 Swedish Industry Dip Tolerance Curve 
This tolerance curve was developed in conjunction with the pulp and paper industry and 
was published in 2004. 
1.5.2 Dip Immunity Standards in South Africa 
There are currently no dip immunity specifications in place in the South African supply 
industry. Following the guidelines for equipment immunity set out by the NER, progress 
has been made in developing a standard specifically for equipment used in South Africa. 
The groundwork of this development has taken into account the international experiences 
and recognises the shortcomings of existing immunity specifications. The NER Power 
Quality Advisory Committee is tasked with compiling immunity classes for use in the 
South African context. The resulting specifications will form part of the next NRS048 
standard [29]. 
1.5.3 Limitations of existing immunity standards 
With the exception of the Inc tolerance curve, all of the above cases consider the dip 
tolerance with respect to the dip magnitude and duration of a three-phase symmetrical dip. 










consider the equipment tolerance to changes in phase angle or the point on wave at which 
the dip initiates. 
These factors are important when one considers the dip behaviour of power electronic 
devices such as line-commutated converters and dc drives. 
The classification of dips plays an important role in the interpretation of immunity 
specifications and test protocols. 
1.5.4 Shortcomings of dip classification methods 
When considering dip immunity, magnitude and duration are insufficient to classify dips. 
Changes in the voltage phase angles and the point of dip initiation are also important. This 
is crucial when considering the dip response ofvsd's and AC contactors. 
An inadequate dip classification method can lead to anomalies in the application of dip 
tolerance specifications. 
Consider the following example: 
Using the conventional classification method (i.e. magnitude and duration), a dip due to a 
single phase fault in a resistance grounded system may have the same magnitude and 
duration as a three phase fault. However, customers who operate vsd's may be unaffected 
by the single phase faults while three phase faults could cause vsd's to trip. 
In [14], Bollen describes the shortcomings of classical classification methods by 
considering the difference between dips originating from three different sources I.e. 
transmission line faults, distribution line faults and transformer energizing. 
The limitations of the existing classification methods are listed as [14]: 
• The three phase character of the system is not considered in the classification 
• Equipment performance cannot be fully defined without considering phase shift 
• There is no consideration of the transfer of dips through transformers 
• Dips due to transformer energisation are classified with the same magnitude as 
rectangular dips. 
• Harmonic distortion during transformer energizing is not considered. 
1.6 PHASE-BASED DIP CLASSIFICATION 
The method of dip classification used is relevant to the relationships between the various 
roleplayers in power quality, i.e. regulatory bodies, licensees, consumers and equipment 
suppliers. 
Whereas the conventional (magnitude-and-duration) methods are suitable for statistical 
reporting between licensees and regulatory bodies, they are inadequate to describe 
equipment dip performance as may be required from an equipment supplier. 
Bollen [20] proposed a phase-based dip classification method which distinguishes between 
three phase and unbalanced dips. He proposed seven dip types (A to G) which take into 
account the phase relationship between the three phases. 
The next challenge was to develop an algorithm to automatically classify 'raw' measured 
waveforms into their respective dip types. Bollen evaluated two such algorithms, i.e. the 











limitations of each. The Bollen dip types and algorithms are discussed in greater detail in 
Chapter 2. 
In South Africa, Schilder and Koch applied the Bollen algorithms to actual dips from the 
Eskom National QOS Database [18] and found an accuracy of 50-80% for certain dip 
types. The 20% inaccuracy occurred under conditions where phase shift occurs during the 
dip. 
1.7 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 
The previous sections have highlighted the need for a phase-based dip classification 
method and highlighted the shortcomings of the existing phase-based algorithms. 
In this thesis, a new phase-based dip classification algorithm will be developed. This 
algorithm will classify dips into the correct Dip-type category (A-G), as defined by Dr M 
Bollen. A time domain signal processing algorithm shall be used to track the phase changes 
during a voltage dip. 
1.7.1 Value of this research 
Phase shift during dips is a frequent occurrence on actual networks [18], [29]. The existing 
phase-based classification algorithms give incorrect results when [19]: 
• Phase shift occurs 
• The three-phase voltage vectors are rotated to a reference angle of 0° 
Unlike the existing phase-based classification methods, the new classification algorithm 
does not make use of a transformation matrix. The phase angle information is extracted 
directly from the dip voltages, using a signal processing algorithm. 
1.7.2 Research Limitations 
Due to time constraints, the scope of this research was limited to exclude the following 
aspects 
• Point-on-wave parameter 
Conventional dip classification methods do not take into account the point-on-wave 
at which the dip occurs. The importance of this parameter to dip immunity 
specification is highlighted in [29]. The new algorithm proposed in this thesis does 
not take into account the point-on-wave parameter in its classification. 
• Complex dips 
Actual dips do not always conform directly to the seven dip types proposed by 
Bollen [29]. Such dips have been identified in [18] from the National Eskom PQ 











1.7.3 Outline of Thesis Report 
This thesis is structured as follows: 
• Chapter 2 - a detailed literature survey on the topic of dip classification is presented, 
focusing on the research work done by Dr M. Bollen. 
• Chapter 3 - The concepts and mathematical aspects related to dip definitions. 
• Chapter 4 - The development of the new classification algorithm. 
• Chapter 5 - A comparison (using MA TLAB ™ software) between the new algorithm 
and existing phase-based classification methods. 
• Chapter 6 - A laboratory experiment is used to verify the performance of the 
classification algorithm. 
• Chapter 7 - The application of the new algorithm to actual dip measurements taken 
on the Eskom Distribution network is presented. 













A LITERATURE STUDY 
ON DIP CLASSIFICATION 
The tenn "dip classification" has ambiguous meanings in research literature. In some 
instances it is used to refer to the discrimination between various causes of dips [16]. 
In the context of this thesis, dip classification implies relating the behaviour of the voltage 
vectors during a dip to one of the pre-defined phase-based dip types. 
To assess the use of phase-based dip definitions, different methods of presenting dip 
infonnation are also studied. Lastly, the application of Digital Signal Processing tools and 
methods to the analysis of dips is investigated. 
2.1 DIP PRESENTATION METHODS 
In order to assess the use of phase-based dip definitions, the conventional methods of 
presenting dip infonnation were reviewed. 
The table below compares the most common methods of presenting dip infonnation as 
identified by Andersson and Nillsen in [35]. 
TABLE 2.1: DIP PRESENTATION METHODS (Adaptedfj-om [35/) 
No. Method of presentation Advantage Disadvantage 
1 Voltage vs. duration plots - the Shows all voltage dips No Phase infonnation 
lowest RMS phase value IS at a site on one chart or point on wave 
plotted against the longest infonnation 
duration 
2 Contour chart - proposed by Can be used to predict No Phase infonnation 
IEEE Std 1346, uses contour the number of events or point on wave 
lines to represent the number of per year infonnation 
dips 
3 SARFI(x) - System Average Shows the number of No phase or point-on-
RMS Variation Frequency Index dips as a % below a wave infonnation IS 
- provides infonnation on the threshold (x) included 
average voltage drop in a single 
phase. 
4 The Sag Score - defined by the Relates the magnitude Only considers 
company Detroit Edison m of the dip to its magnitude and not 
power quality contracts occurrence duration or phase and 
point on wave 
infonnation 











table which shows for a specific an average number of phase behaviour or 
site the number of voltage dips voltage dips with point on wave 
with magnitude and duration; different severity 
RMS based on the worst phase 
6 ESKOM Voltage Dip Table - Presents an overview No information on 
Based on local standard NRS048 of dip performance phase behaviour or 
- 2: 1996 (revised in 2004 ) and can be used to point-on-wave 
compare different parameter 
sites 
7 Loss of energy method - a Can be used to Does not consider 
relatively new method which describe how magnitude, duration 
compares the loss of energy to different equipment or unbalance. 
any predefined immunity curve react to voltage dips 
8 Plot of 3-phase voltage vs. time Considers magnitude, Only looks at a single 
duration, and phase dip, one cannot do 
information for all companson easily. 
three phases. Also reqUlres lot of 
data storage 
9 RMS-voltages and phase-angle Same as above Only shows one dip 
versus time plot for at a time 
representation 
10 Symmetrical components - the Relates to the No information on 
three components are used 10 characterisation of phase behaviour or 
three contour plots. unbalanced dips point-on-wave 
Most of the conventional methods of presenting dip information are based on the 
magnitude and duration of the dip. These methods are generally used for presenting 
statistical dip information and to enable dip prediction. 
The plotting of sinusoidal voltage behaviour during against time is advantageous from a 
phase behaviour perspective, but it only looks at a single dip event at a time and is not the 
best option for statistical dip studies. This method can be used to analyse the nature of the 
fault which caused the dip. 
The presentation methods which include phase information (8, 9 and 10 above) do not 
reference the dip to any predefined dip-type. 
It can be concluded that different methods of dip presentation exist, depending on the 
aspect of application. 
2.2 PHASE-BASED DIP CLASSIFICATION AS PROPOSED BY DR M BOLLEN 
One of the foremost researchers in dip classification is Dr M. H. J. Bollen. In this section, 











2.2.1 Shortcomings of existing dip definitions 
In 1993 Bollen highlighted the shortcomings of existing dip classification methods by 
considering the difference between rms voltage profiles of dips originating from three 
different sources i.e. transmission line faults. large motor starting and transformer 
energizing [14]. 
The limitations of the existing methods are listed as: 
• The three phase character of the system is not considered in the classification 
• There is no direct link with equipment performance 
• No consideration of the transfer of dips through transformers 
• Non-rectangular events are classified too severe 
• Harmonic distortion during transformer energizing is not considered. 
2.2.2 Bollens' dip types 
After highlighting the limitations of the existing methods based on magnitude and duration, 
Bollen [20] proposed four dip (Type A to Type D) categories in 1997 based on the type of 
faults which cause the dip. Three additional types (E to G) were later added (in 2000) to 
cater for faults as experienced by different load connections (star or wye-). The phasor 
diagrams of the Bollen dip types are shown in Fig.2.1 below. 
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Fig. 2.1 Bollens' Phase-based Dip Types; before (dotted) and after (solid) dip 
The seven dip types are arranged based on the number of phases with the most severe 
voltage drop [15]. 
Type A - This is due to a three-phase balanced fault and manifests as an equal reduction in 
the RMS value in all three phases. The phase angle relationships are unaffected. 
Type C, E and G - Two retained voltages are much smaller than the third. These dips are 
caused by phase-phase faults. 
Type B, D and F- One voltage drops more than the other two voltages. These dips are 











A subscript (a_ b or c) is used to provide information about the phases affected by the dip. In 
types 8, 0 and F. the subscript denotes the faulted phase. whereas in types C. E and G, the 
subscript denotes the unaffected phase. The subscripted phase is called the symmetrical 
phase. For example. a type Da dip would be caused by a phase-ground fault on the a-phase. 
In [20]. Bollen applies symmetrical components to describe hO\v the dip types are derived 
from the type of fault. He also describes, mathematically. the transformation of unbalanced 
dips through various transformer windings and the impact on star and delta connected 
loads. 
Although seven distinct dip types were initially presented. Bollen showed that all seven 
types can basically be described as either three-phase. single phase or phase-phase dips, i.e. 
types A. C and D. 
In [43]. Sannino demonstrated the application of the new dip types to voltage tolerance 
testing. By showing the sensitivity of a self-com mutated voltage converter to phase-shifted 
dips. they proposed an extension to the existing test protocol (IEC 61000-4-11). 
2.3 BOLLENS' DIP CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS 
After defining the phase-based dip types. a classification algorithm was required. In [19], 
Bollen describes two algorithms which attempt to classify measured dip voltages into one 
of three dip types. i.e. types A, CorD. These types correspond to three-phase. phase-phase 
and single-phase faults respectively. 
Both algorithms make use of the sequence component transform to derive the positive and 
negative sequence voltages. In addition, two new complex quantities are introduced to 
quantify the dip. i.e. 
• V - The characteristic voltage. The modulus and the argument of Yare referred to 
as the magnitude and phase angle jump of the dip 
• F - The PN Factor - it gives an indication of the unbalanced nature of the dip. The 
lower its value, the more balanced the dip is. 
For an unbalanced dip. the individual phase voltages are functions of V and F. 
For example. for a type Ca dip, as shown in Fig. 2.2 [19] 
Va = F 
Vc = -12 F + 12 j V ~3 












Similarly, mathematical expressions are derived for the phase voltages in all the dip types 
in terms of the two complex parameters, V and F [19]. 
2.3.1 Symmetrical Component Algorithm 
This algorithm transforms the measured voltages (Va, Vb and V c) into the positive and 
negative sequence voltages using Fortesque's transformation matrix. 
The dip type is then directly related to a factor T, which is defined from the sequence 
components as shown below [19]. 
Where: 
v 1 is the positive sequence voltage 
v2 is the negative sequence voltage 
(2.2) 
The dip is then classified depending on the rounded value ofT, according to the following 
table [19]. 
TABLE 2.1 SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT METHOD 








The initial formula for Tin (2.2) gave erroneous results when the dip voltages were shifted 
due to the impact of the load. The equation was subsequently modified by introducing a 
constant of 20 degrees to compensate for the additional phase shift caused by the load [19]. 
( 
v2 ) arg .. -
T = 1- vi + 200 
60° 
(2.3) 
From equation (2.3), it is noted that this algorithm bases its result on the difference in phase 
between the positive and negative sequence components. 
2.3.2 Six Phase Algorithm 
In this algorithm the measured dip voltages are first transformed using the Sequence 
component transformation matrix. Thereafter, the zero sequence component is subtracted 











namely, the three phase voltages (Va, Vb and Ve) and the phase-phase voltages (Vab, V be 
andVae) [19]. 
v = RMS{V -~(v +v +v )} 
.-l a 3 a h c (2.4) 
v = RMS{V - ~ (v + V + V )} B b 3 II h c (2.5) 
v = RMS{V - ~ (v + \' + V . )} ( c 3 II h c (2.6) 
{
V -v } V4B = RMS "fj b (2.7) 
{
V -v } VBC = RMS hfj C (2.8) 
V. =RMS C 1/ 
{
V -v } 
(4 fj (2.9) 
The dip type is then determined by which of the six values are the lowest, as per the table 
below. 
TABLE 2.2 SIX PHASE ALGORITHM CLASSIFICATION (Adaptedfi'om [/9]) 








The dip parameters (V and F) can be obtained directly from these six voltages whereby: 
The characteristic voltage (V) is the lowest of the six rms voltages and the PN factor is the 











2.4. LIMITATIONS OF BOLLEN ALGORITHMS 
To evaluate the phase-based algorithms, Bollen applied them to a number of simulated dips 
and to a measured dip [19]. The range of simulated dips \vas limited to single phase and 
phase to phase faults. This experiment concluded that the six-phase algorithm gives 
incorrect outputs for large phase-angle jumps. 
The symmetrical component algorithm proves to be more accurate. except in cases where 
the PN factor (F) is less than unity. This can occur due to the effect of the load current on 
magnitude and phase shift of the dip voltages. This problem is alleviated by adding a 
constant of 20 degrees in the formula for T. 
In South Africa. Schilder and Koch [18] evaluated both algorithms by applying them to 
measured dip data from the Eskom National QOS Database. Here too, it was found that 
some practically measured dips do not fit exactly into the seven dip types proposed by 
Bollen. The Bollen algorithms were able to classify only 50%-80% of dips correctly when 
the phase angle of one of the voltages was set to 0°. 
The results also confirmed the inaccuracy of the six phase algorithm to large phase-angle 
jumps with an accuracy of 88 - 93%. 
The dip survey done by Eskom in 2000 [29] provides important results for the application 
of the Bollen dip types to measured data. The measured data reveals that dips can exhibit 
phase shift behaviour which does not correspond to the Bollen dip types. It is seen that the 
seven dip types proposed by Bollen do not describe the full range of observed phase 
behaviour on actual networks. 
2.5. DIP CLASSIFICATION FROM RMS VALUES 
In 2004, Bollen (et al) proposed a method of dip type classification based on the measured 
RMS dip voltages [15]. This is in contrast to the previously developed algorithms [16] 
which require complex voltages. Most power quality instruments store only the rms values 
of the dip voltages. It would thus be valuable to classify dips based solely on the rms dip 
voltages. The algorithm proposed in [15] distinguishes between the dip types based on the 
relationship between the lowest and highest rms voltages during the dip. A summary of 
these relationships for the various dip types are shown below. 
tll ltt ttt 
TYPE B.D.F TYPE C. E, G TYPEA 
Fig. 2.3: Relationships between RMS voltage magnitudes for various dip types (adapted/rom [I 5]) 
By arranging the RMS voltages in ascending order. V x. Vy and V z are obtained. where V, is 
the smallest RMS voltage and V z is the highest RMS value. 
Bollen then derives mathematical formulae to distinguish between the dip types based on 











The limitation of this classification method is noted in that it gives incorrect results when 
large phase-angle shifts occur. It also requires that the zero-sequence impedance 
component be equal to the positive and negative sequence components; a condition which 
does not occur on HV networks [15]. 
2.6 AN ESKOM SURVEY OF PHASE ANGLE SHIFT ON LV NETWORKS 
From the discussion thus far, it is deduced that the phase shift is an important factor in the 
correct classification of dips. In 2000, Eskom conducted a study to measure the phase shift 
behaviour of dips at an LV site in Kwazulu Natal [29]. 100 dips were recorded and 
classified based on the phase angle behaviour during the dip. 
The following figure summarises the observed phase shift behaviour [29]. 
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2.7 DSP TOOLS AND METHODS USED IN POWER SYSTEMS 
This section identifies various Digital Signal Processing (DSP) tools and methods used in 
power quality measurement and analysis. The objective of this section is to determine 
which tools or methods may be used in phase-based dip classification. 
2.7.1 Sequence Component Transform 
This mathematical transform is applied widely in the analysis of power systems and 
rotating machines. The Sequence Component Transform converts an unbalanced three-
phase vector system into three separate, balanced vector systems, i.e. positive, negative and 
zero sequence systems. Analysis is easily performed on the sequence components and the 
result can be re-converted to the three-phase system. 
The transformation equation is shown below [44]: 
(2.10) 
Where: a= -~ + jv'3/2 =IL120 
Va, Vb and Vc are the three-phase voltage vectors 
(VIa, V lb and VIc)' (V2a, V2b, V2c) and (VOa, VOb, Voc) are the positive, 
negative and zero sequence components respectively 
This tool is readily applied to the analysis of dip voltages. In section 2.3 of this chapter, it is 
shown how the sequence components of the dip voltages are used for phase-based dip 
classification. 
2.7.2 The Fourier transform 
One of the most popular tools used for the estimation of amplitudes and phase of signals is 
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). It effectively decomposes a time-domain signal into its 
constituent frequency components and is ideally suited to harmonics studies. The FFT is 
best applied to signals which are periodic in nature [42]. Its application is limited in that it 
does not present changes in the frequency components of a signal with respect to time. 
This problem is overcome through the use of the Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT), 
which is a time-localized version of the FFT. In [42], Gu and Bollen compare the STFT 
with the Dyadic Wavelet for application to studying voltage disturbances. They conclude 
that the discrete STFT is generally more suitable. 
In relation to dip classification, the Fourier transform tools can be used to estimate the 











2.7.3 Wavelet Theory 
A recently developed DSP tool is Wavelet Theory. It was first introduced in 1994 and has 
found widespread application in Power Systems [30]. The Wavelet Transform (WT) is a 
linear transformation, similar to the FFT. It also allows the identification of the frequency 
components of a given input signal to be localized in time. In [30], the specific areas of 
power systems research to which Wavelets have been applied are analysed. The table 
below compares these areas of application in terms of the relative percentage of available 
publications, as at June 2002 
TABLE 2 3 THE APPLICA nON OF WAVELETS IN POWER SYSTEMS (adapted li'om [3U] 
Research area % of available publications of wavelets 
in power systems 
Protection 36 
Power Quality 32 
Transients 11 
Partial Discharges 4 
Power measurements 2 
Load Forecasting 3 
Other 12 
2.7.3.1 Wavelets in Power quality classification and dip identification 
In the area of dips, wavelets have been applied successfully in conjunction with pattern 
recognition techniques for: 
2.7.3.1.1 Discriminating between power quality parameters- differentiating between dips 
and other transient phenomenon such as swells, interruptions, harmonics, overvoltage and 
flicker. The following tools are applied in conjunction with wavelets: 
• Rule-based expert systems [33] 
• Inductive Inference algorithm using decision trees [38]. 
• Analysis of Probability Density Function [5] and [7]. 
• Neural networks [6]. 
• Fuzzy Reasoning [38] 
2.7.3.1.2 Identification of dip origin - Identifying the event which caused the dip such as 
line faults, capacitor switching, motor starting or convertor operation 
• Bayesian Method [16] 
In none of the researched literature, has wavelets been used to extract the phase angle 
relationship between dip voltages, and as such it is not suited to phase-based dip 
classification. 
2.7.4 The Ziarani / Konrad Algorithm 
From the definitions of the dip types, it is deduced that magnitude and phase information 











Phase-lock loops (PLL) and adaptive notch filters are popularly used in DSP applications to 
track the phase of signals [2]. 
A novel algorithm for extracting amplitude, phase and frequency directly from sinusoidal 
signals was developed by Ziarani and Konrad in [2] 
The algorithm is governed by a set of non-linear differential equations which minimizes the 
error between the input signal and the approximated output. 
The Ziarani algorithm has been applied successfully in numerous fields, such as biomedical 
studies, active vibration control and noise-rejection of sinusoidal signals [2]. This tool is 
ideally suited to be used in phase-based dip classification since it can provide the phase 
angle of the dip voltages. A thorough description of the Ziarani algorithm is given in 
Chapter 4. 
2.8 SUMMARY 
In this chapter the existing literature on dip classification and the presentation of dips has 
been reviewed. 
Existing methods of presenting dip infonnation were reviewed, which showed limited use 
of phase infonnation when describing dips. 
The dip-types presented by Bollen were introduced (type A to G) and the two symmetrical 
transfonn algorithms for dip classification were discussed. 
An alternate method of dip classification based on RMS voltages was also reviewed. All of 
these classification methods have limitations when large phase-angle shift occurs. 
A different type of phase-based classification, based on a survey done by Eskom was also 
presented. This classification was derived by considering the actual phase shift behavior of 
100 voltage dips measured at an Eskom LV measurement site in Kwazulu Natal. This 
survey showed that practical measured dips do not always confonn to the dip types 
proposed by Bollen. 
A separate study in South Africa by Schilder and Koch [18] confinned that the seven dip 
types cannot be applied to all dips. In addition, phase shifts of up to 127 degrees have been 
measured, indicating that the Bollen algorithms' sensitivity to phase shift is a significant 
limitation. 
The application of various DSP tools and methods to dips was also looked at, with the 
objective of identifying suitable technologies for dip classification. 
In comparison to the mathematical tools and methods mentioned in this chapter, the Ziarani 
/ Konrad algorithm is preferred for dip classification since it readily provides the magnitude 












CONCEPTS OF PHASE-BASED DIP CLASSIFICATION 
This chapter presents the mathematical theory associated with phase-based dip 
classification. 
3.1 PHASE-ANGLE SHIFT DURING DIPS 
One of the shortcomings of conventional dip classification methods is that the shift in 
phase angle associated with dips is not taken into account. 
The phase shift is described by considering the voltage at the point of common coupling 
(peC). The pee refers to the nearest electrical point between the origin of a dip and the 
connection of other loads. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1 where the Substation Busbar is 
the pee between the load and the fault [43]. 




Fig.3.! Illustration ofPCC [43] 
This phase-angle shift is attributed to two phenomena [31], i.e. 
• The difference in the impedance angle (XiR ratio) between the source and a feeder. 
This leads to an initial phase shift Uump) at the pee. 
• In addition, the transformation of the dip from the pee to the point of measurement 
through transformer windings causes an additional phase-angle shift. 
Depending on the above factors, a phase-angle shift will occur between the pre-dip voltage 
and the during-dip voltage as seen at the point of measurement. 
Phase angle changes can cause sensitive equipment to malfunction. In [20], Bollen 
highlights the negative impact of phase-angle changes to vsd's which depend on zero-point 











3.2 MATHEMATICAL DERIVATION OF PHASE SHIFT FOR GIVEN FEEDER 
IMPEDANCES 
In the case of a three phase fault, the voltage at the pee is given in [43] as: 
Vi"'" = V pmlip Z Z (3.2) 
Where: Vpcc is the voltage at the pee 
Vpredlp is the pre-dip voltage 
1+ , 
Zfis the impedance between the pee and the fault, and 
Z, is the source impedance 
If there is a difference between the impedance angles of the source impedance and the 
feeder impedance, the phase angle of the voltage will experience a shift Uump) for the 
duration of the fault. The phase shift is the argument ofVpcc and is expressed as [43]: 
Where: 
(V ) T' -l(Xf) T' _l(Xf+X~) arg = 1 an -'- - 1 an . 
pn Rf Rf +Rs 
(3.3) 
Rfis the real component of the impedance between the pee and the fault 
Xf is the reactive component of the impedance between the pee and the fault 
Rs is the real component of the source impedance 
X is the reactive component of the source impedance 
Where the impedance angles of Zs and Zr are similar, the phase shift is small. This is 
typically the case for high voltage transmission lines. In the case of distribution networks, a 
larger phase shift can be expected due to the high XlR ratio of distribution transformers 
combining with the overhead lines or cables having relatively lower XlR ratio. 
In practice, relatively small phase shifts are experienced on transmission networks. Larger 
shifts up to 60 degree are predicted for cable networks. In Eskom networks, shifts of up to 
127 0 have been measured [18]. 
3.3 MATHEMATICAL EXPRESSIONS FOR PHASE-BASED DIP TYPES 
The Symmetrical Component Transform is the basis for the derivation of the phase-based 
dip types as discussed in Chapter 2. To quantify unbalanced dips, Bollen introduced two 











The vector forms of the voltages can be expressed in terms of the characteristic voltage, V 
as shown in Table 3.1 
TABLE 3 l' VECTOR EXPRESSIONS FOR PHASE-BASED DIP TYPES (adapted from [43]) ..
Type A TypeB 
Va = V Va = V 
V =-~V-~jvJ3 
h 2 2' 
V=-~V-~jJ3 
h 2 2 
1 1. J3 V =--V+-jV 3 
, 2 2 
V=-~V+~jJ3 
( 2 r 
TypeC TypeD 
Va = 1 Va= V 
V =-~-~jvJ3 
h 2 2 
V=-~V-~jJ3 
h 2 2 
V =-~+~ jvJ3 
, 2 r V =-~V +~ jJ3 ( 2 r 
TypeE TypeF 
Ve, = 1 Va = V 
1 1. J3 V =--V--jV 3 
h 2 2 V = - ~ V - j( ~ + ~ V )J3 h 2 '3 6 
11. J3 
V = - ~ V + { ~ + ~ V )J3 V=--V+-jV 3 
L 2 2 







v: = -( ~ + ~ V ) - ~ j V J3 
h 3 6 2' 
V = -( ~ + ~ V ) + ~ j V J3 
L 3 6 r 











3.4 PROPAGATION OF VOLTAGE DIPS 
By virtue of dip propagation, measurements at a particular site could include dips which 
originate from the utility transmission network, from neighboring consumers as well as 
from \vithin the measurement site itself. 
The propagation of dips through transformer windings is accompanied by changes in the 
phases affected. The change in phase is due to the vector configuration of the transformer 
windings. This cause different dip types to be measured at different voltage levels for the 
same fault. 
The voltage divider model is used in [43] to explain how the dip type changes. due to 
propagation through transformers with a Oy vector configuration. 
PCC o / Y transformers 
Fig.3.2 Changes in dip type due to transformer winding (from [43]) 
TABLE 3 ). DIP TRANSFORMATION DUE TO PROPAGATION [41] .-. -
Fault type Dip at PCC Dip at BUS 1 Dip at BUS 2 
3-phase A A A 
Phase-ground B C* 0* 
Phase-phase-ground E F G 
Phase-phase e 0 e 
Note: * indicates that the dip magnitude is not equal to dip magnitude at pec 
Table 3.2 demonstrates how the dip type changes between the primary and secondary side 
of the Oy transformer. depending on the fault type. This is important when trying to relate a 
dip to a fault which occurs at a different voltage level 
Anderson and Nillson [35] also presents dip transformation effects for different transformer 
winding configurations. The table below combines the results presented by the two 
publications. i.e. r351 and r431. 
TABLE 3.1 TRANSFORMATION EFFECTS FOR DIFFERENT TRANSFORMER WINDINGS [35], [43] -
Transformer winding configuration Effect on dip-type transformation 
YNyn. the individual phases are unaffected 
Od. YNy. Oz. Yy. Yyn The zero-sequence is removed 













In this chapter, it is shown that a mathematic model for voltage dips can be derived from 
elementary circuit theory by using the voltage-divider principle and Ohms Law. An 
expression for Phase Shift in terms of the source and fault impedances is presented. 
The propagation of dips and the changes in phase angle through various transfonner 
windings is also discussed. This provides insight to the identification of dips which occur 












A NEW PHASE-BASED DIP CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM 
This chapter describes the development of a new dip classification algorithm and its 
implementation using Matlab ™ and Simulink ™ software. 
The literature survey presented in Chapter 2 identified many algorithms which distinguish 
between power quality phenomena such as dips, surges and harmonics. In addition, much 
has been published on algorithms which classify dips based on the origin of the fault i.e. 
motor starting and capacitor switching. Some of the commonly used tools are neural 
networks, wavelet decompositions, Fuzzy Logic, Kalman Filtering and Bayesian method. 
4.1 MOTIVATION FOR NEW ALGORITHM 
A new phase-based classification algorithm was needed to overcome the shortcomings of 
the existing phase-based algorithms. 
The new algorithm was necessitated by: 
• The inaccuracy of the existing algorithms in the presence of phase shift 
• The prevalence of phase shift in actual networks necessitated 
The objective of the new algorithm was thus to develop a simple algorithm that would 
classify dips into the seven dip types described in Fig.2.l. In addition, the new algorithm 
should be robust with regards to phase shifts during the dip. 
4.2 CONCEPT BEHIND NEW ALGORITHM 
The new algorithm is based on the principle that each dip type can be uniquely described 
by a combination of the magnitude and phase relationships between the dip voltages. The 
algorithm aims to extract the magnitude and phase relationships directly from the measured 
dip voltages and to match these to the predefined characteristic of each dip type. 
In [15], Bollen derived the magnitude relationships for the dip types. For a single phase 
fault, the voltage magnitude of the faulted phase will be low while the other two voltages 
will be greater in value and close together. For phase-phase faults, two phases are reduced 
and of similar magnitude while the third voltage is greater in magnitude. In the case of a 
three phase fault. all three voltages are reduced and of similar magnitude. 
The new algorithm extracts the phase angle information directly from the sinusoidal 
voltages using the adaptive algorithm presented by Ziarani in [2]. The magnitude and phase 
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TYPE R D. F TYPE C. E. G TYPEA 
Fig. 4.1 Relationships between voltage magnitudes for various dip types 
The magnitude relationships described in FigA.1 are coded into a decision table as shown 
below 
TABLE 4 I DECISION TABLE FOR MAGNITUDE RELATIONSHIPS 
Dip Type Magnitude relation 
A abs(Vz-(2*Vy)+Vx)<O.02*Vnom AND Vz < O.9*Vnom 
B Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx AND Vz < O.9*Vnom 
C Vz-Vy>Vy-Vx AND Vz < O.9*Vnom 
D Vy>O.9*Vnom AND (Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) AND (Vx<O.9*Vnom) 
E (Vz>O.9*Vnom) AND (Vz-Vy > Vy-Vx) AND (Vx<O.9*Vnom) 
F (Vz<O.9*Vnom) AND (Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) 
G (Vz<O.9*Vnom) AND (Vz-Vy > Vy-Vx) 
*Vx. Vy and Vz are the sorted voltages wIth Vz bemg the hIghest voltage. Vn"m IS the nommal voltage 
In all of the above instances. the algorithm checks whether a dip has occurred by 
comparing the voltages to the dip threshold level. which is normally set at 90% of the 
nominal network voltage. The expression used to test for dip type A also checks that the 
voltages are close together. 
4.3 OVERCOMING THE PROBLEM OF PHASE SHIFT 
The existing phase-based algorithms introduced by Bollen (i.e. Symmetrical component 
algorithm and Six-phase algorithm) both produce incorrect results in the case of phase 
shift. The new algorithm attempts to overcome this limitation in the following manner: 
For single phase faults (types R D and F). the phase difference between the two unfaulted 
phases is used as a distinguishing criteria. 
For phase-phase faults (types C. E and G). the phase difference between the faulted phases 
is used to determine the phase behaviour during the dip. This concept is illustrated in 











- - - - - ~ Pre-dip voltages 
---.. Dip voltages 
Fig. 4.2: Type Ca dip with minimum 
phase shift 
Fig. 4.3: Type Ca Dip with big phase 
shift 
The two figures above depict a dip of the same type, with varying phase shift. If the Bollen 
symmetrical component algorithm is applied, the two vector sets \vill give different 
sequence components. If the amount of phase shift is big enough, the Bollen algorithm 
could give different answers for the same dip type due to the different sequence 
components. 
However, if the angular difference (8bc) is used to distinguish this dip type, it can be seen 
that this value stays within the applicable range, i.e. < 1200 , despite the phase shift. In a 
similar manner, the angular phase difference is used to identify the other dip types. The 
table below lists the actual phase criteria used for each dip type. 
TABLE 4.2 RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PHASE ANGLE DIFFERENCES FOR VARIOUS DIP TYPES 
Dip type 0 ab 0 bc 0 ac 
A 120 120 120 
Ba - 120 -
Bb - - 120 
Be 120 - -
Ca - <120 -
Cb - - <120 
Ce <120 - -
Da - >120 -
Db - - >120 
Dc >120 - -
Ea - 120 -
Eb - - 120 
Ee 120 - -
Fa - >120 -
Fb - - >120 
Fe >120 - -
Ga - <120 -
Gb - - <120 
Ge <120 - -
In the above table, the subscript in the dip type denotes the symmetrical phase. 
It can be seen from Table 4.2 above that some of the dip types exhibit the same phase 











these dip types, the uniqueness is obtained from the magnitude relationships shown in Fig. 
4.1. The algorithm uses the phase and magnitude identifiers mutually to determine the dip 
type. 
4.4 SIMULINKTM IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW ALGORITHM 
Matlab / Simulink ™ \vas chosen as the software platform for the simulation and evaluation 
of the new algorithm. Fig. 4.4 shows the experimental setup used to simulate and test the 
ne\v algorithm. The following sections describe the blocks mentioned in Fig. 4.4 
.I ZIARANI ALGORITHM r 
"I (PHASE EXTRACTION 
















The "Dip Generator" block creates three phase sinusoidal dip waveforms. The Ziarani 
algorithm is then used to extract the phase while a RMS function is applied to the sinusoid 
waveforms to give the RMS magnitudes. 
The classification algorithm has as its input, the phase angle and RMS input for each phase 
and produces the dip type as its output. The new algorithm is distinguished in that it does 
not transform the sinusoidal voltages to a distinct "analysis" plane such as the Fourier 
transform or Sequence Component transform. Instead, the phase angles of the sinusoids are 
used directly as inputs to the algorithm. 
The detailed Simulink ™ model of the experimental setup is included in Appendix B. 
4.5 DIP GENERATOR MODEL 
To test the classification of various dip types, it was required to simulate the dip behaviour 
of the three-phase sinusoidal voltages. This was done by creating a unique model using the 
available model blocks in the Matlab Simulink ™ library. This model is called the Dip 
Generator. An illustration of the Simulink ™ model for the Dip Generator is given in 
Appendix B-2. 
This model simulates a dip by switching between a "healthy" sinusoid and a "dip" sinusoid, 
where the variables of phase and magnitude can be independently set for each sinusoid. 
The svvitching between the two sinusoids is determined by a level detection mechanism 











can be changed to give different durations and timings of dips. In this manner it is able to 
simulate dips of various: 
• Pre- and post dip voltage 
• Dip Duration 
• Dip Magnitude 
• Phase angle shift 
The "healthy" sinusoids for the three phases have a phase difference of 120 degrees to 
represent the normal three-phase voltages. 
In its current state, the Dip Generator Model is only able to simulate rectangular dips. 
Although actual dips may exhibit non-linear behaviour (e.g. Motor starting dips), a 
rectangular dip is considered sufficient for the purposes of testing the classification 
algorithms. 
4.6 THE ZIARANI / KONRAD SINUSOID EXTRACTION ALGORITHM 
In order to extract the phase angle behaviour associated with the dip from its sinusoidal 
representation, the method proposed by Ziarani and Konrad [2] was used. This extraction 
algorithm locks on to a sinusoidal component of its input signal and tracks its variations 
over time. Its dynamic behaviour is governed by a set of non-linear differential equations, 
which employ the methods of least squares error minimisation and the method of steepest 
descent [2]. The SimulinPM implementation of this algorithm is shown in Fig.4.6 
Fig. 4.5 Simulink™ Block Diagram of the Ziarani I Konrad Sinusoid extraction algorithm (from [2]) 
In Fig.4.6 IJ [, 1J2 and 1J3 are the tuning parameters for the extraction algorithm. These 
values can be adjusted to give a balance between the speed and accuracy of the algorithm. 
A formal methodology for tuning the IJ parameters does not exist, and a process oftrial and 
error is required to optimise the algorithm output. 
A more detailed explanation of the development and characteristics of this algorithm is 
given in [2]. For the purposes of its application to the dip classification algorithm, it is 











Fig. 4.6 Phase-tracking perfonnance of Ziarani algorithm (from [2]) 
The above graph shows the phase-tracking perfonnance of this algorithm in extracting the 
phase from an input signal. It is derived by applying a sinusoidal signal of constant phase 
angle and comparing the phase angle of the output wavefonn to this known value. 
It can be seen that the algorithm requires about lOOms to lock on to the phase of the input 
signal. The speed of the algorithm can be adjusted by tuning the gain factors used in the 
model. Consequently, there is a trade-off with the accuracy of the approximation. 
Since the input signal is a dip wavefonn, it is also relevant to study the response of the 
algorithm to changes in the magnitude of the input voltage. The graphs below show the 
response of the magnitude, frequency and phase of the output signal to a step change of 
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FigA.7 The response of the Ziarani / Konrad algorithm to a step change in Input voltage 
(/i"om [2J) 
It can be seen that the algorithm can take up to lOOms to stabilise after the step change 
occurs. This has an impact on the output values for short dip events. 
There are other signal processing methods which perform the same task. A comparative 
study of the Ziarani / Konrad algorithm and two other popular algorithms, i.e. Extended 
Kalman Filtering and the Method of Regalia, highlights the advantages of the Ziarani / 
Konrad algorithm in terms of noise immunity and robustness [2]. 
Although the algorithm is able to track the magnitude, frequency and phase of the 
fundamental component of the input signal, it is used only for extracting the phase angle of 
the input voltage. 
4.7 MATLABTM IMPLEMENTATION OF THE NEW CLASSIFICATION 
ALGORITHM 
The new classification algorithm is modelled as a number of Matlab ™ functions, listed 
below: 











• The Create_Dip_ Vector Function 
• The Match_dip function 
A text printout of these functions in Matlab ™ code is given in Appendix A. 
The diagram which follows illustrates the structure of the classification algorithm and its 
functions. 
SHOW CLASS 
Dip Matrix converted 
to series of dip vectors 
~ 
, .. ·f 
CREATE DIP VECTOR 
... if .... then ... 
Elseif.. ... 





Dip Type = A, Buo 0 .. etc 
Fig.4.8 Block diagram of new classification algorithm using Matlab ™ functions 
Matlab ™ is ideally structured to use matrices and vectors as a data type. hence the 
algorithms' functions are written to uti I ise these data types. 
Using Matlab TM. the measured dip voltages are transformed into a [ n X 6] Dip Matrix. The 
follmving subsections describe how the new algorithms' functions produce a dip 











4.7.1 The Show Class function 
This function converts the dip matrix to a stream of 6-element vectors, where each vector 
represents a point of measurement. 
This function then applies the classification function recursively so that a classification 
result is obtained for each dip "vector". 
4.7.2 The Create Dip Vector function 
This function performs the actual classification. It applies the decision -making criteria 
listed in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 and attempts to match the input dip vector to the unique 
relational conditions of each dip type by using the logical AND operator until a match is 
found. 
Programmatically, this is done using a unique combination of "If..then .. else .. statements" 
corresponding to each dip type. If the dip vector does not match any of the dip types, an 
error message is returned. 
To identify the magnitude relationship of the input vector, the three voltage values are 
arranged in ascending order. The dip type is then based on the difference between the 
highest and lowest values, as shown in Fig.4.l 
This is similar to the approach mentioned in [15], wherein Bollen derives mathematical 
expressions for the voltage relationships 
Based on the conditions stipulated above, the input vector is matched to a corresponding 
dip type with each dip type being represented by a unique 5 bit binary vector. 
This function decodes the dip type into a 5 bit binary number. For each classification event, 
there are nineteen possible dip types. An additional binary number is used to represent the 
case where the input vector does not match any of the known dip types. This gives a total 
of twenty distinct outputs whereas the total number of states that can be represented with 5 
bits is 25 (32), there are thus twelve states which are not used. 
4.7.3 The Match Dip Function 
The task of this function is to decode the 5-bit dip vector into its corresponding text 
equivalent which is then presented as the output of the algorithm 
4.8 FEATURES OF NEW ALGORITHM 
Whereas the algorithms presented by M Bollen in [16] focus only on the analysis of the 
most popular dip types, i.e. type C and D, the new algorithm classifies all unbalanced dip 
types as well as symmetrical dips. 
Of particular importance is the fact that the algorithm is robust with regard to phase jumps, 
since it considers the phase angle differences between the phases and not the actual phase 
values. This also makes it insensitive to the choice ofreference for phase angle values. This 
is in contrast to the methods presented by Bollen; where the accuracy of the algorithm is 
dependant on the phase jump and the angle of the reference voltage [15]. 
An advantage of using the phase difference as an identifier, is that it allows the 











Schilder and Koch found a number of practically measured dips which do not match the 





Fig. 4.9 Example of a practically measured dip 
which does not match Bollen Dip Types directly 
Pre-dip Voltages 
Dip voltages 
By using the phase angle difference, the new algorithm would be able to classify this dip 
correctly as a single phase dip (type Da) 
4.9 SHORTCOMINGS OF NEW ALGORITHM 
• The new algorithm does not present any information on the magnitude or duration 
of the voltage dip although it is possible to extract the magnitude information 
during the progression steps of the algorithms. 
• The algorithm requires the sinusoidal waveforms or the corresponding voltage 
vectors to do the classification. The algorithm is unable to deliver a result based 
solely on RMS voltage values. 
• The characteristic voltage V and the PN factor F used in the sequence algorithms 
are not derived by the new algorithm. since it does not produce the sequence 
components. The quantification of voltage dips that is achieved with V and Fare 
thus unavailable in the new algorithm. 
4.10 SUMMARY 
In this chapter. the development and implementation in Matlab ™ and Simulink ™ of the 
new classification algorithm is described in detail. In contrast to the Bollen classification 
algorithms. it does not transform the input voltages to an analysis domain. The dip types 
are derived directly. based on the relationships between the measured voltage magnitudes 
and phase angles. The Ziarani algorithm is used to extract the phase angle of the input 
voltages. 
The nevv algorithm is able to classify dip types which do not match the Bollen dip types 
exactly. This is a as a result of using the phase angle ditTerence as a decision-making 
criterion. By using Matlab ™ built-in functions. dip classitication algorithms can be adapted 
easily for application to sinusoidal or RMS measurements. 
In the chapters which follow, the new algorithm is evaluated by software simulation. 
laboratory experimentation as well as by its application to actual measured dips from the 












EVALUATION OF PHASE-BASED CLASSIFICATION 
ALGORITHMS BY MATLABTM SIMULATION 
The dip classification results of the Bollen algorithms under phase shift conditions have 
been published in [18]. The unsatisfactory performance of the Bollen algorithms under 
these conditions warrants the use of phase shift as a test variable for evaluating the new 
algorithm. The literature also indicates a limitation in the Bollen algorithms when the value 
of the reference angle used in the vector description is set to 0° [18]. In this Chapter, the 
new algorithm will be evaluated and compared with the existing phase-based algorithms. 
The Matlab Simulink ™ package will be used as the simulation platform for this evaluation. 
5.1 OBJECTIVE OF SOFTWARE SIMULATION 
The objective of the software simulation is to evaluate the new algorithm with respect to: 
• The impact of phase shift 
• The impact of different dip magnitUdes 
• The impact of reference angle 
The new algorithm's results are compared to published results for the Symmetrical 
Component Algorithm and the Six-Phase Algorithm developed by M Bollen. The Matlab ™ 
functions which implement the Bollen algorithms were provided by Dr Melanie Schilder. 
5.2 SIMULATION METHODOLOGY 
The methodology used in the simulation was developed to realize the objectives defined in 
5.1. 
The test parameters were chosen as follows: 
5.2.1 Phase Shift 
The magnitude of the phase shift on the a-phase was varied from 0° to 360° for 
single-phase dips (type Da). For phase-phase dips (type C b). the phase angle 
between phases a and c was varied between 0° and 120°). The increment for phase 
shift was set at 10°. 
5.2.2 Dip Magnitude 
The dip magnitude was varied from 10% to 90% in increments of 10%. 
5.2.3 Reference Angle 
To test this parameter. a type Da dip was simulated at a fixed magnitude of 50%, 
while the reference angle was varied between 0° and 360° in steps of 10°. 
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are plotwd on the ~ and ~-axis. \\h ik the Jlgorilhm output me rcpre5C"nt~d as integer \ulucs 
on lh~ I-a\is. 
5.3.1 Sirnuhti"n Re~ult~ for T, [Ie D, Jill 
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Thc dussilj~al iO'l result s ft~- the n('"w Higofilhm ~r('" >hol\n ill rig. 5.3 "h"'e I h~ intcg~r 
,aloc _, com"ponds 10 [) ip T ypc [), . II ,an he secn Ihm th~ nel' algorilhm givc' the colTe<:l 
reslIli (3) for 1h" full rangc ol"mugniluJc w .... 1 phas~ sil i It valuc>. 
Comp~ratiwl~. toc ,:mmetrica l algorilhm und ,i" pha>e ulgorithm giws incorrecl resull> 
o'cr~ significant range ofr il ase and magnilude, us ,ho\\n in lig. 5_1 ~n .. 15.: 
Ihis .. c,u ll rl'tl\e, thc robustncs> of the new algorithm to rhusc sh ifl. Hi, is HS cXpo.?cted 
sincc th~ nc\\ ulgori thm us('"s lh~ d i ff~l'cnc('" in rhas.c angl'" hetwccn Ih ~ he~llhy ph~scs 
ratlKor thun the ah,o lulC phasc ang le ~ Hhk' of an) Hl lmge. 
5.3.2 Simuhtinn R~.,ult, for T\r>" Co dip pha~c to phas~ fault on !lhaw~ a anll ~ 
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6-Ph l se Mtthad· (\Lp type 
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Fi!!. 5.6 "lOWS Ihe ~illl"~" ~"" .... ~uh~ " ( the 11('\\ d a" ification al b'1Jrithm. I he , illlul.ue<.1 dip 
I ~pe (l"b) .. on ..... IX'II,I, I .... In '"t~g~'f , al ue of 1 00 11ll' l-~.~i,- It c"n Ix '<Xn Ill.ll th," n,"" 
ul i-'Qriilun gh~~ Ih.." ~1)m'< 1 ,.:.",u for nlO<! ,:.[ucs of ph,ls" ,hilt and magnil"'k The' nit, .. 
01'6 (t ~ pc q,) \\,r.. \"'ln ll1~-.J (II a ,>Ita", ,.h ill 01'00 • Ilus result "PP<'<,rs ,u .. ,m;,I,"I';' IItII II i~ in 
fael (om.", ~illC~ ,he H .... " ... plol of a h'o-r!IJSC f;.\llh \\1IhOUl ph.lSt' shin .... {"""~)"'.h , <) 






FiB· S.7 T),f'.' t " dip "h ! I I~ Ia"" >.IIift 
• . . 
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' . • 
I he r<'prin\,,<l r<" " h~ 1;'(">011 I I ~I f<". tllC ,am..: dip type as classifi~'(l by Ih" six phus<: and 
s}mn-":Iril;al :' l ~M lt hl1" . ,.11< ,,,, a b rgc r.11l ~" or dcviJtit~, frt~n Ih" ~o'T"cl ,-",uil (Fi !!. ~.4 
i!1,u Fi!! .. ~, .~I. 
In I hi~ sinltol.lh<~, t II<.' n~w algorithm" ,1<' k .;t e\l fOl" cOllsis(eoc~ und~ coodill{'n,; " r 
,:u-)in~ rd~ ... ~,c "lIgle. 
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In the above simulation, a type Da dip was presented to the new algorithm for 
classification. The value of the reference angle was varied between 0° and 360°. It can be 
seen that the new algorithm gives the correct result over the full range of reference angle 
values. This result is to be expected since the new algorithm does not depend on the 
absolute rotation of the voltage vectors but the angular difference between the voltage 
vectors. 
5.4 SUMMARY 
In this chapter, software simulation has shown that the new algorithm has better 
classification accuracy than the Bollen algorithms for type C and 0 dips in the presence of 
phase shift. Simulations also prove that the new algorithm gives consistent results when 
classifying a type 0 dip at various values of reference angle. The new algorithm is also able 
to make a distinction between all seven Bollen types, unlike the sequence component based 












EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF NEW ALGORITHM 
This chapter describes the laboratory component of the research which was conducted in 
the Machines Laboratory of the UCT Electrical Engineering Department. 
The objectives of this experiment are to demonstrate the following: 
1. The simulation of voltage dips in a laboratory environment 
2. The real-time measurement and storage of dip data. 
3. The application of the new algorithm to the classification oflaboratory dips 
A critical component of the laboratory experiment is the requirement to create voltage dips 
of known phase shift and magnitude. The measured dip voltages can then be processed by a 
computer which is loaded with the classification algorithm. 
6.1 CREATING VOLTAGE DIPS IN A LABORATORY 
Voltage dips are not easily simulated in a laboratory environment. In [3], Keus (et al) 
describes an IGBT -based programmable power supply which is capable of producing 
complex voltage dips. 
Another popular method for creating voltage dips include switching between various 
tappings of a multi-tap transformer. In these instances, there is no fault current associated 
with the voltage dip and the dip in voltage is purely synthesized. 
For the purpose of this experiment, a method was devised using the existing equipment in 
the UCT Machines Laboratory. In practice, voltage dips are caused by a sudden flow of an 
abnormally high current. 
It was thus decided to create a voltage dip in the laboratory, by triggering the flow of a fault 
current from a three phase generator. This is done by switching one (or more) of the phases 
to earth via a known impedance. The voltage drop caused by this abnormal current flowing 
through a predetermined impedance causes a dip in the normal voltage. The magnitude and 
duration of the dip is controlled by the value of the total fault impedance and the duration 
of the dip is controlled by a timed switching pulse. 
A measurement system simultaneously records the dip voltage waveforms. The recorded 
waveforms can then be post-processed and applied to the new classification algorithm. 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the proposed experiment. 
6.2 INTERFACING MATLABTM ALGORITHM WITH DIP MEASUREMENTS 
One of the powerful features of MATLAB ™ is the compatibility between the Simulink ™ 
simulation tool and the real-time application toolbox. 
This functionality allows Simulink™ models and Matlab ™ functions to be compiled into 
code which can be run as real-time applications via an I/O board which consists of a 











In add ition rc~l-liml' d~la ,an be measured Jnd r~ad in to th ~ PC, from wiler~ it .:an be used 
as input tu the s.ofh':ar~ al~o rithm. 
The n~w algorit hm b;)S~s its results on lh~ two ilSf"'ds "rille meJ,urcd wil\'d(>rms, '-~_ 
• The rdahons.ilips betwc~n Ih~ R\1S voltage lllil g:nllud~s - I his is "hlilined by 
" Ileubting: the RVIS viii lies oj' th ~ mc asllrcd wa\'eiimn, on a mnnin g: wmdow oj' 
OIle .;yde "rthe i'undamellt,,150H/ Ire'luel\~y_ 
• The phase angk differences hctwcen the three \'ol!ilges - The Zlarall; algorithm lS 
used to ~X lr"cl lh~ rhas~ angl~s () r the measur~J "dvci ()rrns . 
6.:\ E\.f'~.JU 'n. '1T AL SETUP 
To implem~m the c:>::penment, il d.: m(>lor W:lS coupled m~c hal1i c"j]y to il lhree-pjhl s~ 
IOkVA a.; g:~nCrdl()L rhe ,k rnolor was dri\'en by a 6-ru1se DC' ~Ol\\'~rter <In, e. whl~h 
cnablctllhe speed ol'thc ok motor to be accurately controllcd, 
The ac g~'!\Cmtor was rated a1 Il!kVA, "OOV / no\', Tu establish a 10.1<.1 current. a I'ariable 
three phase rcsistiw luaJ of 6SQ was cOllllect~-d in delta configuration to thc AC ,upply. 
A power eleclroni~ switch (tri:l~" type B I A .. O) W:lS used ilS:l ~ontrolled switch to crt:J1C:I 
j'ilult by shortmg: (me (or more) oj' the phil~es to earth. A dSI'AlEr~ RTI (ReJI Time 
rmerJa~~) sy't~m is u,ed to mt~rJ",-"~ the ~umrukr with the analog nl""h""" . 
.II, con1rol circuit was implemcnted using upto-1ria..;<, (\10C301O) to uptically ;-;olatc th~ 
dSPACE'" ou1put from the g~nerJtor \"olt:lg~. 
Th~ dSPACE'" r~ill -tim~ mterf:lce system is ilV:lilable in :>'latlilb T~ ilS a sep:lra1e toolbox, 
L"sing the ADC and DAC hlocks. a mea.,urernent and control 'ystem W:lS crt:ilted in 
Simulmk T~. Ihls model "a.' tlwn c"ompi led and l oml~d onto the dSPACE I/O module ilS J 
real-time applka1ioll, 
The f:lult switch pul se WJS illso ~ontro l led from the reill-time model. 
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In cmler \0 !Solale lh~ !lSPAeL'" analog output from the g~lleralor '''ltag~. it was 
n~cc"ary t() introduce a control circu it. The 0l'too'upler tna~ (MOCJO I 0) " ideally suited 
1,)( (his hmclion. siuce th~ optlCal ou tput of the LFD " u,eu to trigger the tria<: into" 
conduct;'c Slat~, 
The dSPACE 'M output was programmed to rrm-ide a ,lep hLlldH>Il "hi~h >teps bt.lween 
OV and ~ lO\' The duration of the dip could lh~ll "" dcl~rmill~d limn th~ kngth of (h~ 
S<jU~'" "me. 
""'''' , ."",, 
'.0.".' 
Fig 6.2: (ootro! , jrCULt JOT ,wIlching dlP' 
"'V' 
~ 
. •• ~.'<:C ... 
wrn " .e_ 
----
The voltag~ was Il1cas\lr~d \Ising a LEMS transducer moduk which s,a\es down volt<lges 
in th~ I -400V range 10 '·1 OV. t he volt<lge lransdu~er nmdules are r"<lctily mrnp<llible wilh 
th~ I '0 board of the dSI' AC~, 1M system. Co-axi,,] ~ahle, were used Ii-om the secondary side 
of the tranwocer modules to the interface hoard . 
The three mea.wred voltage, "ere thus scaled do"n and r~ad into tk PC ,-ia AiD 
eom-~rl~rs. 
1'1 .. ,.2 i\le;l,urcmelll Configuration 
DIp voltages call be measured in either \\, y~ (ph"se-phas~) ,~. star (ph<ls"-neutral) 
mcasuremcnt conli!,(urati()n. In r121. th~ "Y~ method is prderred "hen 11 is r~'lUlrcd t() 
measure the imp<lct on ~Ild user ~quipmellt. The star Ill~thod is opted lor whell it is required 
to me<lsure the system 1 mpa<:t of Ih" dlP 












6.4 I>A T.-\ CO~DlTlO~I ~G OF RM S von AGE VAI.OES 
'J h~ Illea'ur~d sinu'>oid waVd()mlS wcr~ read into th~ COlllput~r as d~snirn,d ah()v~ and 
p.)S,ed to a control algori(]un numing III r~al tilll~. The purpo,e 01" thl' algorithm wa, to 
n-..e.)Sure lhe r~al-tim~ rms and phase ang le \'ulues, From lh~ milial m~a,mrelllenK it wa, 
'~L'fl lhal th~ rm, ,oltag~ signals w~r~ p() I IUl~d with iligh Ii-e'l""ncy ~ompon~nt, as ,hown 
in Fig. 6.3 
.. .. ... . , 
;", -, " •• • , • • 11:11" ' , . • . ~, • • •• • " ". • , ., " "." .. . ,::) ' , • 
" ,. , -" 
•• ". "" ,,,, 
Fig. 6.) <;,;,ttn<iump of in iti" vo lta~c m<",uI'cmcnt> u"ng DSPACL '" ... Controllk,k ' ~ 
When the input sinU';oicb w~r~ ()b,ernxl on an o»cdk)scop~_ th~ disturbar""~ was not 
>,.-~sent. It wa, thu, dedoccxl lhat th" unwanted comp()n<'llt was introduced by th~ RMS 
operation r~rI(,rmcxl by the controJ algorithm. To diminak this '·nois~". a running-av~rage 
op~ration was pcrfonnoo on the oul put o[the RMS hle",k. This a~ted a, it low pa" lilter 
Wllich cancclkd th~ higher freq""ocy compoll~nl', A ,ui taN~ a,-aaging mtcrval of 1/ 15 
,econ(h wus alTived al hy lrial and "rr()r. A ,malkr aVeraging window res lllt~d in th~ 
hi gh~r li-c'-luLn~y c()mr.,n~n(s n()t being dilllinatoo whik a wider a\eraging wmdow 
re,ulted in the \'oltag~ dip itse lf b~mg smoothed out. 
The Simuhnk TM . dS P/\CET" model lI s~d for this ~xperiment is shown in Appendix R oj" 
lhi, (hesi,. 
6.5 T EST I'ROTOCOI 
Th~ test protocol was aligned \\. itil lhe obj ~cti" es ',f th~ exp~rim~nt whi~h w~re t() 
demon,trat e: 
• rh~ ,imulation of \'oltage dip' in a laboratory ~n\,lf{}fllllent 










• rile arrll~~tioll orille n~w algorithm to the da"~ilkali()n oflaboralory dip, 
Besid~s crealmg dlP' of ,ignificant magnilLldc. it w~s ~[so required to siHlul~te significant 
phase shift No specific magmtude ~Ild ph~se shift \aill<'S were _'limulated. 
Sin~e ~Il the unbalanced dip ty'P<'s defin~d hy Bollen are ~s_,eI11ially huill 011 smgle ph'-'-"" 
and interphase f~ulK il wa.' considered _,ullicicnl to simu]:uc smglc phase and phase to 
pha.,e dips, 
I he dip \'olt~g:e wavd"mlS ,,,mid then b~ ~aplur"d ami stored for po;,(pro,:cs,ing. This 
mdhod allowed greater conlml l.ill~C lh~ data ""uk! Ix: mampul al"d (if rcquimJ) before lhe 
dassil'calion algofllhm waS applied. 
The measurement system \\ as illlti~lly tested by measurillg the sinusoidal output of the ac 
generator under norm~l conditioll', ' I hi, was done to \'nify the ability of thc Liar~ni 
algorithm to e~tr"'tt"'" pha,e ang le infonnatlOn. This CXLT~isc al,o L'nabkd the adju<;tment 
of data ~onditiolli ng parameters. The figure below shows the achie\etl waveform, prior to 












" r,,,,, I,n" 
1" :'\. ~ 4 AC (jener.I," '-"111"" 
ll.ll. U i\lI fAT10;"'S O~ I.AHORA TORY E Xi'EUJ:\lnW 
1l.1l.1 l ine.' pected Voltage hel"" iou r 
The voltage R"lS proliics orth~ !aborato!) dips do not malch th~ rectangular nTIS pwJilcs 
typIcally experi~n~ed OIl ac tual n~tworb a~ shown in Fig:. 6S This docs Il<>l arf~ct the 
accuracy of the new ~lgorithm. Dc,pite s\\·itchillg thc fau lt impedance onto a single phase. 
all three voltage., are reduced in Dip #2. Although this lead, to lKle.~pccted phasor 
behaviour. th~ das~i li~alHI{l algonthm Mill III v~s the mrr~d result f<1f th~ phasms pre.,-"nted 
as its input. 
In hoth dips prcsented in this chapter. the \'oltage reco\'el)' alier the dip has a nOll-
rcctangular chJracten.,tic. ill compari.'-oOtl to the dip., llonna!l), me~surcd 011 actualnctworks. 

















c 10 K, )) 4G 50 5(, 
TIT",~ rri li<ecords 
I i~, 6 < - Comport"''' oowee" R\lS plOl' of IM.>oralOl} dip, (l oft ) "tid Trilllgmi"i"" netwOIl dips (righr) 
To interpret the dip \\aveforms abo\e, a dip call be collsidered as being the res.uh ofa faldt 
cun-L"I nO\\ ing IhrolLgh an (liuLi I) ilT1r~dal1~~. 
In Ihe 1"0 -.cenari", depicted in Fig. 6.5, Ihe fault imrcdanee, difter. In the ease ,,[' the 
E'>kom 'j rans.mission nct\\ork. Ihc impedan["c includes the rower station gcnerator as well 
as Ihe high \ohage tmnsmiss.ionlld,,'otk In the laooralOr} ~xP<'rimcnt. the fault impedance 
consists sokl}' ot lh ~ imr~dance 0 I-lhe w; gen~mt"r, "hidl has a higher rat io 0 [' il1dLJ<;tanc~, 
The,e dilrercnce~ in impedances givc ri"", to the dLll~rcnl rcsroll'c "a,dorms. 
Thc non-rcctangular wavctill"m Can thus he a,cribed to the transient charactcri,tic of the 
gellerator impcdance. 
( •. ( •. 2 Ziaralli atgorith m Il I'aramcl,'r ~c1J in g, 
The liamni algorithm which is ust:d lor pll~~ e~tra~liOIl ill lhis e~[lt'rill1<'nt has thrw 
ad,iu,tabk raramcle" OJ" [J ~ and [J]) "hich determine lnc balall~~ !Jt;,t"~~n s[lt'~d and 
accumc} of the algorithm (2J, In the illitial stages of this expcrilllcnt. it was attempted to 
adjust the pammeters to obtain a sa ti , fanor) balance hctwecn the two opposing features. It 
\\'a, lound thai thl: p~e ,alu~, outpul by th ~ liarani algorilhm ~ho"ed an unS'iti~fa<;lorily 
large ,ariams iiII' c~rta i n rallges oj' Llll" Lt "ollage magnitlKlcs and paramd"r ,allL~~, Th~ 
problem, of '1"lriolis outputs mJd parameter ,election \'ere referred by the autoor to Mr_ 
Liamlli. (\' ia email Oil 20'" Janum}' 2007), 
~lr, liaralli r~~po!ld~d ~ follows: 
" Thm do.: "n 'r " lIrl'ris.: lIW lh~ mu (jJ I I'llramflers 'If~d /(I he 1"<'1)' "(Ir~full)" 
sel,,"I':" It> yield wrreCi r{'"ull\' .. " 
!:lased 011 trial alhl ermr. it ",as fOlllhl thai the follo",ing ,alues ga,e sati,tact,,!") re,ults 
__ hcll the illplll signal was llommlizcJ to I. 
IABLl6 I ~AKA~tlILK ~L nl"c.~ 01 LIAIt"~1 ->.LUJRl II 1M 
Paramcter \'-alu~ 











6.7. EXPEIHi\IEYL\L H~:SULTI'> 
The resu lts ar~ presented as a number of ti mc-ha~ed plots sho\\ i ng the \. arilllis lllltputS of 
the bborator} ex r eriment. 
6.7. 1 \ 'ohac;e nip Itl I'haw-phaw fault hC(\Yeell pha'c~ a and r 
III lh h , iln ubl ion. a p/1a~e-ph ase dip w"-~ cre»l~d hy Swilching a r~s i Sli, e illll"'dance or so 
hd\\een rha,es a and c. I'ahlc 6.~ sllmm:rises lhe expcrimc'I1tal paramet~rs IlSed inlhis 
sim lLl atio n. 
T .. \BLt 6.2 t;>(PERI\t ENTAL r AR .. \ML l ER~ H)R I'HA~E-I'H .. \SE j- At:L 1 
C-~I~~ime~tal l >3ralHcter" 
I)pc "ffatdl ph,,,'-plm" 
\ nllagc ~ka,u"'"OCnl melh"u 
\1", t. Ph.", Dilk re""c 
Foul, lmp",i,r",c 
I'c,k hlrh Cur,,," 
Rc,i>!i,"c " "I 1rim '0 <Iir 
Sin", I"'",n D'M'",,,,,' 




A p"'Jk 1a..llt ,'lIrrcnl of 5 I A "J~ measlird between pllJs.:S J and c u~ing a clip-oil ammewr. 
The mJximum pila,e -.hill meJ,>(lred wa, 36' , 
Fig. 6,6 shows the scaled RMS \o l1~cs I\hieh I'cr~ recorded lor lili s dip. 11 Can he Seen 
thaI the two Jilll ll ~d phJses are reduced I\hile the \oltag~ on the ullfaul ted phase is also 
redllced althllligh to a Ie~ser extent. The reduct ion ill voltage on the unfaulted phase is 











Fig.6.7 >11(\\,> the "al u~s Inr the phase angk JilTcr~ncc OCI,\ eCn pha,." a and h (S"d and 
r1lU""s a and ~ (S"J. Tocse \'a lue:, ar~ nhtained liurn lh~ outputs of" the 7iarani algO rll hm 
\\ilich j, used 10 lr:Kk the phus~ Hllgl<: of ~ach voitJge. It can be seen Ihm the Liamni 
algorithm bchHWS us expected: taking I IXims to iHtch onto the ,ignHI Hnd trading it cklscly 
thcrealkr, ~ rom the tra<:e of 8",_" maximuill phus<> s1l i ft of 36 < is Iloted. 
l'ig.6_8 and 6.9 silo\\' the phHsor plots of thethrcc voltage, !>clo..c and dun ng the SII11 ulatcd 
dip_ Th~ phasor riot during the dip dearly indicates the redllction 011 pha.<.cs a and c. 
"" ,. 
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The measured voltages in Fig 6.6 and the phase values in Fig.6.7 \vere captured and 
presented to the ne\v algorithm for classification. The table below summarises the 
classification results of the new algorithm for this dip. 
, , 
, , 
, , , 
, , , 
TABLE 6.3 CLASSIFIC ATION RESULTS FOR DIP # I 
New Algorithm 
Time (ms) Classification result 
t<920 
920<t<980 
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.' TYPE C 
, , 
.' TYPE G 
Fig. 6.10 Phasor plots for Dip types C and G 
The vector plots of fig. 6.8 and 6.9 confirm the correctness of the classification algorithm 
for a phase-phase fault. The correct results were obtained despite the significant rotation of 
all three vectors during the dip. This is as expected, since the algorithm uses the phase 
difference (fig. 6.7) for classification. Figure 6.10 shows the phasor plots for the algorithm 
results. After t= 1380ms, the phasors exhibit the behaviour of a Type A dip as seen in 
Fig.6.6. The new algorithm correctly classifies the voltages during the dip. 
6.7.2 Voltage Dip #2 - Phase to Neutral Fault on phase c 
In this simulation, a dip was simulated by switching a resistive impedance of 50 between 
the c-phase and the neutral phase. Table 6.4 summarises the experimental parameters used 
in this simulation. 
TABLE 6.4 EXPERIMENTAL PARAMETERS FOR PHASE--NEUTRAL FAULT 
I Experimental parameters 
Type offault phase-neutral 
Voltage Measurement method phase-neutral 
Max. IJ. Phase shift 35° 
Fault Impedance 50 
Peak Fault Current 54 A 
Resistive load prior to dip 00 











In tili, simulilt ion, a p ~ak li.LLJ1t ~Hn-~lll of 54 A \\ as measured using a clip-on al1lmd~r. Th~ 
maximum plmS<' ,hi II m~aSllr~d wa, 35°. 
Fig. 6_ 11 ,h,ms th" ,~aIcJ RMS \oltag~., which "ere recorded I,x Ihi, dip. II ~an he ,c~n 
(ha( Ih~ \-ol(age on tile faulted phaS<' is reJu~eJ \\hil~!lle \ohagc> on lil~ unfaultcd plm,c, 
ar" al'>!) reduccd although 10 ~ Ie'ser ~ ,leIlL I h" reJuLtion in voltagc on 1ft<;, ullfault~d 
pila,cs is due 10 th~ inJ LJC li\ ~ hch~\ ioHr Oflhc generator. In Fig.b. 11. lh~ fnHIl iml'<'d allc~ 
,,'as remo'cd at 1=(i.'iOms. Thc prn l il~ tilcrcaftcr repr~sent> the \ollage r~"cl"~l") of the AC 
generator. 
Fig,6,II Dip iC- ~"Ied R.\lS \'(>It.ge protiie '" pn,,-,c_oc·utr.1 dip 
Fig.6.1 2 sllO\\S lh~ \a l u~s lilr the phase angle difTer~nc~ t>;,l\\ttll pha"'" a anJ h (8",) arId 
pha«s a ~IlJ c' (9",,). Th~_", \' ailles arc obtained from I h~ olllpHtS ol-Ihe 7iamni algori thm 
\\hic'h j, ,,-<,ell 10 track the pllasc angle of ph~s~ \'nhag~. It can be seen that lh~ Li~r"ni 
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The ~a I LX" record~d in fig. 6. 11 and 6,)2 \\eIC captured Jnd post-processed before ,ending 
it to lhe cla"i licalion algorithm. Th~ r~ 'lll h of tlie ~ la"i ri~alion algorilhm al"l? s "mm~ri/.ed 
in T ahle 6.5. It i, S.'Cn that thc ne", al gorithm I"l?ttLm~d a clas,ification result 0 1' ty pc )', 0\ CI' 
the duration oi" th~ £f,ul!. Th i, r~sult colTespooos 10 tile vol!ag~ phllsor rcbtion,hip, as 











TABLE 6.5: CLASSIFICATION RESULTS FOR DIP #2 
Classification Algorithm result 
Time (ms) Classification result 
t<4RO no dip 
500<t<640 Fe 
660<t<1000 A 
The classification algorithm correctly identifies the dip type during the dynamic behaviour 
of the fault. It is also seen that the voltage recovery after the dip is correctly classified as a 
three phase dip. 
6.8 SUMMARY 
Within a limited range of parameters, dips of various types can be simulated in a laboratory 
by switching known fault impedances onto the output of a generator source. A limitation of 
this form of dip creation is that the rectangular dip profiles commonly found in actual 
networks are not obtained, due to the effects of simulating the faults close to the generating 
source. For the purpose of verifying the new classification algorithm, the experimental 
procedure described in this chapter provided an easy method of generating dips. 
With the proper set of parameters, the Ziarani algorithm can be used to track the phase 
angles during dip waveforms satisfactorily. 
The application of the new classification algorithm to laboratory dips has been verified. 
The algorithm classified the measured dips correctly, in terms of dip type as well as the 












APPLICATION OF THE NEW ALGORITHM TO THE 
CLASSIFICATION OF ESKOM DIPS 
This chapter describes the application of the new algorithm to the classification of actual 
voltage dips as measured at two sites on the Eskom Distribution Network. 
7.1 DIP MEASUREMENTS IN ESKOM 
In line with the requirements of the NER, Eskom operates a power quality measurement 
system which covers all voltage levels. The measured data includes voltage profiles, 
harmonics, unbalance and voltage dips. Most of the recording instruments are 
automatically downloaded via different communication media (such as GPRS modems and 
X.25 networks) and the data is automatically exported to a central database. 
As a means of converting the data to usable information, measured voltage dips are 
matched to known network events in order to identify the origin and cause of the dip. This 
exercise is commonly called "dip-to -trip matching". The database enables Eskom to 
perform a host of tasks related to power quality, such as mandatory power quality 
reporting, power quality contract management, statistical studies and customer trends etc. 
7.2 DIP RECORDING INSTRUMENT 
One of the popular instruments used for dip recordings is the Vectograph TM. Aside from 
recording the voltage rms values over time, a profile of the voltage phase behaviour during 
the dip is also recorded. For the purpose of this experiment, it is necessary to extract this 
phase information and present it to the classification algorithm. 
7.3 TRIAL SITE DATA 
The data set used in this exercise was measured at the following site: 
• Airport substation 11kV Busbar - this substation supplies mainly industrial 
consumers via underground cable and overhead line feeders. 
The site measured dips originating from Transmission faults at higher voltage levels 
(l32kV and 400kV) as well as faults on the llkV reticulation networks. The Vectograph™ 
recorder is connected to the secondary side of the voltage transformers in four-wire (star) 
configuration. 
The data set consisted of the dips recorded from 01 February 2006 to 30 April 2006 












7.4 IlA TA MAr\II'LLA TlO~ TO E .~ ,\BLE .\.LGOKITlI.\l COMI'.' TIBILIn 
I h~ d~>silkali()n algO rLlil m ''''quine, the R\l~ magnitude and phas~ angk \alucs of lll~ 
Ihree rha~~, over a tim~ illlcrvaL rhi, inlormmiOil i, contain~d in a fik crealed b" lh~ 
Vl'Cl()(iraph E\poT1TM Uti lil}; a >oft",a['~ routine which <,tores Ih~ magnitlld~ and pha>.: 
angle tor '~Clor ,\'~m, 0I'C'r a oll<:-cydc (2Ums) averaged interval. jn order to atract th~ 
r~quircd data. th~ mIl data file (.rev) j, "npoI1cd-' using th~ c:>.pot1 program. I h~ resu lt ant 
li l ~ is (hell manually manipulated u,ing Microsoft Exccln.t to cr~al~ a matrix ofmagnilUUC 
and pim,c \allies which rcpr~scnl> the dip h~ha .. i(>lIL 
I his malri:>. is th~n rcoo into lI1al iah n.! aoo li=d to (he cla'~lli ~ali()n algorithm. 
7.5 TEST I'ROTOCOL 
It \\a, <kcid~d to consider th~ Incasur~d dips in r~btion to Ihe causc of\h~ dip, Using thi , 
arpl'O~ch. the follo\\'ing fault origins wcrc c~t r~dcd: 
I. I ran,mission I inc Faults 
2. \ IV (] I k V) Eq lLLPIJl~1ll F ai lur;c 
3. Faults on l'u<,!mn..:r cabk, 
7.6 L1M1TAnO.~S OF ALGOIHTIIM ,\ I'I'I.I ('.\TIOi\ TO F: . ,KOMI)[I'S 
7 .r,. t Dip h pc Cla,~ifiGll ion or 1\'1 u Itislage F au I1s 
, • , 
I ,,' r---~~-1 
: ", 
lil'e'e' p/la,,' Jaull - TYPE A 
,illgl< ph_ f.,,11 11'PE Cb 
Fi~ 7.1 b.mpk "ra" a",",1 dip di'rtayillg n\0re th"" OIl<" dil' t;pe 
lhe ~bo\e dip ori~inatcd due to a fault on rnl II~V o,erh~ad line whi~h is ren(\\~n~d Ii-" 
tree and bird inci(knK When consi(kring Ihis dip_ il i, ~\'idenl Ihal lilte ~hara<;kri~til" of 
mor" Ihan on~ dip I» ))" manif,;,sls a, Ik f~lLh de,dop,. Ihis beha"iour i, particubrl> 
COmmOn on overhead line lau]!> .... here a dip mal start a, a single phase tault which 
progrc'oscs to a dua l-pilasc or thrc~ phasc fault. I'aulls caused h" tr~e conlacls commml) 
di,pla" thi, type of bdkl,iollr, Th~ phenomenon of mullis!ilg" dip, h~s been r""ord~d in 
l il~mture. bul no all~mpt' have ken mooc 10 etas,it) such dips. Th" n~\, algorithm 












7.6.2 Shortcomings of new algorithm 
It was found that the new algorithm is unable to classify a dip correctly when the voltage 
magnitudes are not clearly matched to the relationships shown belmy. 
tll ltt ttt 
TYPE B. D. F TYPE C. E. G TYPEA 
Fig. 7."2 Relationships between voltage magnitudes for various dip types 
If the differences between the three voltage magnitudes are roughly equal, the new 
algorithm is unable to match the magnitude. This anomaly arises as follows: 
The algorithm sorts the three voltages in ascending order to give [V~, V\, V z] with V z 
having the highest magnitude. The following relational test is then used to match the 
magnitude relationship to a dip type, as shown in the figure above. 
If the differences between the voltages are equal, the algorithm is unable to match the dip 
type and returns a "no match" result. This was found to be the case for the dip presented in 
7.7.4 
7.7 CLASSIFICATION RESULTS 
The results are presented by first showing the RMS voltages during the dip and a plot of the 
voltage phasors at a specific time interval. Both of these plots are taken directly from the 
Vectograph ™ recorder. The output of the classification algorithm is then shown in tabular 
format. with a classification result for each 20ms time interval. 
7.7.1 Transmission (400kV) Line Fault 
The details of this dip are shown in Table 7.1 
TABLE 7.1 DIP DETAILS FOR TRANSMISSION LINE FAULT 
Measurement Location Airport substation - 11 k V busbar 
Date/Time: 27/3/2006 at 0 I :03:46AM 
Fault Origin Droerivier Hydra N02 400kV Line Fault 
Fig. 7.1 shmys the dip due to a line fault on a Transmission line. The fast protection 











inlimmlliull in ~(lIllS illcr.lgcd intcl"\'3b. "hid, me then proccss<:d b) the clas5ificmi'~1 
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JilT ab l~ 7.2. lh.: value_, pccsented [0 llk: Ile\\ a lgori 111m and the d,-,-"ifin,(ion re",lt-, are 
prcscnted. It is seen that (il<.' nCII a lg.'K it hm gi,cs thc eXfl<.'Clc'd result ovcl" the duration of 
the dip. I he llloderJte VQ lues of pil<lse shift durillg the dip ~re to be expected f oc 











Fig. 7.(; ,mu 7.7 slum th~ "olwgc p/lJ ,, 'r pl<lIS du rillg toc 1\\0 stage, of the dip. R} 
1ll3!Ching these plla,,)l's "jl illlk: Bolk n dlp ly re_', it ~an t,., S~CIl thallh<: fir,t stage of the 
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h IS ~,id~nt that Ihis dip is not homogenous with r~gards to its cl~ssiflcalioll . Initially th~ 
1aul1 has th~ characteristics of a I'ha_<e to I'h~,~ (type Cal fault whidl lh~n progre_<s to a 
thre~ pha'~ fault (type Al_ TIllS L< likdy due 10 the tran_<iti'e ""ha"lOill of tl", nasho,<'r 
ialIiL 
Tk algorithm is ahle to distinguish bet\\-cen th~ two types and glWS a C0Irect output , The 
maximum phase shift th~t was mc~'ured is 5.~ degr~~'. 
7.7.3 !lip due to Pollution-ind uce r! I'ta. hnwr on -lOOk\' T ra n_m i"i" n t in ~ 
Th~ details oitlns dip are shown in Table 7,5 
I ABU, 7,~ DlI' DETAtLS fOR lR.-\NS~llssro" F AI.:l T 
Measurementl.ocation Al ll1 slLb,talion - 11kV blLsbar 
Date/Timc: 18 Feh. 2006 at 21 :36 
Fault Origin Poll ution-induced 11'-'-<ho"er on -lOOk V 
\ lulda:S\'lci / Dr"':mi~r 2 Ime 
l'ig. 7,8 shows the R.\IS profile of this dip , Tile dip magnitude is 6(j~-;, ~nd the dumtion is 
IOOm_< From the R\ IS I'rolik it L< '~..,n thatth~ falLlt caus~"<.I a single ph:.L<e dip on tlw b-
phasc, 
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Fig. 7.9 ,ho\\,> iiI<: \'ollag~ pha'>l.lI" plol al 1=80m,. I his ckarl) sllO'\S (I.e single plm,e 
nalllr~ orth~ l"au lt "ith (h~ h-pha'~ a'> the \)mmelri~al ph;ls~. From Ihis figure. (I.e correct 
dl"it,cation -''/1OuIJ h~ a type F, dip. 




I able 7.6 prescnt, tl.e clas,itication resu lts lor this dip. Tloc rlel, algorithm correctly 
classifies the dip. 11 is l){lted thaI a sigll ificarl( phasc shift (33.6") occurs during this dip_ 
Thi,> amount or pha,>~ ~hifl is UIl"-lfllmon for I r"r"mi~,>iol1 lil1~ fuu h~ ;ll1d i'> probably du~ to 
tl,e l\atur~ orth~ fla,hov~r which occurred. 
hom Fig.7.6 it is deduced Ihat at t=90ms the protection 'ysl~rn opcral~d a c ircuil b,-~akcr 
"h ich ill!cfI'upted tlK' fali lt clll'renL I he algori thm relllrns a I) pc Ca resuit at t= lOOms. TI,is 
r~sul( may I"" nH~~t in I ~rms oflhe plmsor rci;l(ionship, at (hat tim~. but it is 1101 indicative 
orth~ !aull ~irH;~;t o<.:wrs ;l lk''- Ih~ l"au ll ~urn:nt has b~~n in(~rrllpl~~1. 
J AULI: 7.6 AVl:lI.A
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7.7..1 I>i" duc Tn cahle faulT 
Ilwdctails of thi s dip are s.llOwn in I'ub le 7.7 , 
Fig. 7.1I shows tlx- 1{.\IS profile of th is dip. lh~ dip magnitude is 5l1'% and the duration is 
550ms I rom th ~ l{r-lS profile. it ;, s~~n that the fau lt initial l) appears a> a single phase 
laull which o.k\'elnps intn a t"n rha~ lau lt 
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I h~ dil>S irkm i l~l r~sulb for this fi!u lt arc shown in Table 7.8. As ~xpectcd. the algorithm 











TABLE 7.8 AVERAGED VALUES OF VOLTAGE MAGNITUDE AND ANGLE DURING DIP 
Time Algorithm Phase 
(ms) va theta a vb theta b vc theta c output shift 
0 102.7 180 87.7 298.8 97 51.2 TYPE Db 8.8 
20 102.7 180 88.1 299.1 97 51.3 TYPE Db 8.7 
40 102.3 180 87.7 298.5 96.7 51.1 TYPE Db 8.9 
60 102.7 180 87.7 298.9 96.7 51.3 TYPE Db 8.7 
80 102.7 180 87.7 298.8 96.7 51 TYPE Db 9 
100 102.7 180 88.1 299.1 96.7 51.4 TYPE Db 8.6 
120 103 180 88.1 299 97 51.1 TYPE Db 8.9 
140 102.7 180 87.7 299.2 97 51.1 TYPE Db 8.9 
160 103 180 88.1 299 97 51 TYPE Db 9 
180 102.7 180 88.1 299 97.4 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
200 103 180 88.1 299 97 51 TYPE Db 9 
220 103.3 180 87.7 299.2 97 51.1 TYPE Db 8.9 
240 103.3 180 87.7 298.9 96.7 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
260 103 180 87.7 298.9 97 50.8 TYPE Db 9.2 
280 103.3 180 88.1 298.9 97 51.1 TYPE Db 8.9 
300 103.3 180 88.1 299.1 97 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
320 103.7 180 88.1 299 97 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
340 103.3 180 88.1 299.1 97 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
360 103.3 180 87.7 299.1 97.4 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
380 103.7 180 88.1 299.1 97.4 50.9 TYPE Db 9.1 
400 101.7 180 76.5 315.1 71.5 47.8 TYPE Ca 15.1 
420 97.7 180 81.5 327.4 52 54.5 NO MATCH 27.4 
440 96.7 180 80.5 327.7 51.3 54.1 NO MATCH 27.7 
460 96 180 80.1 327.6 51.3 54.1 NO MATCH 27.6 
480 96 180 80.1 327.6 51 54.3 NO MATCH 27.6 
From 420ms - 520ms, the algorithm fails to categorise the dip into any of the dip type 
categories and produces a "No Match" result. It is noted that during this portion, the phase 
shift is in excess of 20 0 • However, it is not the phase shift that results in the erroneous 
result; rather it is the difference between the minimum and maximum voltages. This is 
explained in 7.6.2 
7.8 SUMMARY 
In this chapter it has been shown that the data format used by Eskom's Power Quality 
recorders can relatively easily be integrated with Matlab ™ algorithms for the purpose of 
dip classification. 
The occurrence of 'multistage' dips, i.e. faults which display more than one dip type, is 
also presented in this chapter. 
It can be investigated whether it is feasible to have more than one dip type classification 
per dip event. Alternately, it may also be considered to find (statistically) which dip type 
occurs for the longest time and allocate that as the classification to the entire dip. 
The former proposal is more suitable when considering equipment sensitivity. A certain 











total dip duration. If a single classification is made to the entire dip, this information may 
be lost if the specific dip type did not occur for the majority of the dip duration. 
Although it is not in the scope of this research, the application of the algorithm to a larger 
data set from the Eskom database would also give valuable insight to the natural 
occurrence of multistage dips at different voltage levels. It is possible to implement 
classification algorithms to automatically do the dip-to-trip matching; a task which is 
currently being manually performed. 
The new algorithm's inability to classify dips where the voltage difference between the 
highest. middle and lowest dip voltages are the same, is made apparent in this chapter. This 














The research work described in this thesis was aimed at developing a new phase-based dip 
classification algorithm that would correctly classify voltage dips into the type categories 
defined by Dr M Bollen. The development and evaluation of the new algorithm highlighted 
a number of findings which are summarised below. Through this research, directions for 
further research into this field have also been identified. 
8.1 MAIN FINDINGS 
• Shortcomings of Bollen algorithms 
The Symmetrical Component method gives incorrect results in the event of phase 
shift while the Six-Phase method fails if the angle of the reference voltage is set to 
0°. The phase shift limitation is critical, since phase shift does occur in practice, 
more commonly on distribution cable networks. The requirement of the reference 
angle can be overcome by mathematical manipulation (rotation) of the measured 
vectors, although it carries a computational overhead. 
• Suitability of Ziarani algorithm to dip classification 
The Ziarani algorithm was applied successfully to extract and track the phase angles 
of dip voltages. However, the sensitivity of the tuning parameters (lJi) required a 
process of trial and error to determine suitable values. The algorithm required 
lOOms of pre-dip voltage to "lock on" to the input signaL whereafter it could track 
changes in the signal parameters, subject to the speed and accuracy determined by 
the parameter (lJi) settings. 
• New Algorithm 
The new algorithm proposed in this thesis overcomes the phase shift shortcoming of 
the Symmetrical Component Algorithm by computing the dip type based on the 
difference in phase angle between the measured voltages. This also allows the new 
algorithm to be unaffected by the angle of the reference voltage. From a 
computational perspective, the new algorithm is more efficient since it does not 
transform the measured voltages to an analysis domain. 
In phase-based dip classification, seven dip types (A-G) exist. For six of the types 
(B-G), there are three subtypes; which give rise to eighteen distinct categories (Ba, 
Bb, Be, .... Ga, Gb,Gc). 
The subtypes are known by the symmetric phase, i.e. the "dipped" phase for single 











• Software simulation of new class~ficatioll algorithm 
The new algorithm was implemented as series of Matlab ™ functions. To simulate 
sinusoidal dip voltages of varying magnitude and phase, a new Simulink ™ model 
was created (Dip Generator). The software simulation included the Ziarani 
algorithm which was used to extract the phase angles of the dip voltages. The 
simulation results showed that the new algorithm is able of classifying type C and D 
dips across the full range of phase shift and magnitude values. 
• Laboratory verification of classification algorithm 
For the experimental simulation, dips were simulated in the laboratory. This was 
achieved by throwing faults on a three-phase generator supply. The generator and 
fault circuitry were interfaced with the Classification algorithm via the dSP ACE ™ 
real-time simulation package. This method of creating dips in a laboratory was 
found to be adequate for the purpose of verification. A limitation of this form of dip 
creation is that the rectangular dip profiles commonly found in actual networks are 
not obtained, due to the effects of simulating the faults close to the generating 
source 
It was found that a phase shift of up to 36° could be created from a resistive fault 
impedance. 
• Application to Eskom dips 
The dip data recorded by Eskom's Power Quality recorders (Vectograph TM) can 
relatively easily be integrated with Matlab ™ algorithms for the purpose of dip 
classification. The new algorithm gave correct results when it was applied to a 
sample of actual network dips. Phase-based dip classification can potentially be 
used in automated dip-to-trip matching. 
8.2 FURTHER RESEARCH 
• Multistage dips 
Multistage dips were encountered in the laboratory experiment as well as the 
Eskom Data. The occurrence of more than one dip type in a single fault incident has 
been mentioned in the researched literature. It remains to be finalized as to how 
such dips should be classified. The notion of allocating a single type-classification 
to a dip is more appropriate when considering equipment immunity. In contrast, a 
statistical study of dips may require that all dip types which occur during a fault be 
taken into account. 
• Shortcomings of new algorithm 
A critical aspect of the new algorithm is that it uses the relationships between the 
RMS magnitudes of the three voltages to determine a result. When the differences 
between the highest, middle and lowest RMS magnitudes are roughly equal, the 
algorithm gives incorrect results. This shortcoming was made apparent when the 











In [15], Bollen derives the mathematical relationships between the RMS voltage 
magnitudes for the various dip types. A solution to the new algorithms shortcoming 
may be found by changing the decision making criteria to co-incide with the 
mathematical relationships, as specified by Bollen in [15]. 
Voltage dips present a multifaceted challenge in terms of equipment performance and the 
statistical behaviour of power networks. From this perspective, it becomes easy to accept 
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APPENDIX A-I MATLABTM FUNCTION CODE FOR NEW CLASSIFICATION 
ALGORITHM 
function dip_vector = create_dip _ vector(Voltage _vector) 
% this function accepts a 5-element vector with 3 RMS phase voltages and 2 phase differences 
%and creates a unique 5-element column vector for each dip type. 
Vnom =0.707 : 
V_sorted = sort(Voltage _ vector( 1:3)): 
theta _ ab = abs(Voltage _ vector(4)); 
theta _ ac = abs(Voltage _ vector(5)); 
theta _ bc = abs(360-(theta _ ab+theta _ ac)); 
Vz = V _sorted(3): 
Vy = V _ sorted(2): 
V x = V _ sorted(l ): 
o/aYPE A DIPS -closeness of magnitude angle test 
if(Vz < 0.9*Vnom) && (abs(Vz-(2*Vy)+Vx)<0.02*Vnom)%&& (abs(120-«theta_ab+theta_bc)/2)) <3) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.0.0,0.0]: % type A 
%TYPE B DIPS 
elseif(Vy>0.9*Vnom) &&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom) && (Voltage_ vector(l )==Vx) 
&&( theta _ bc<= 120) 
dip _ vector=[O, I ,0.0,0]: %type Ba 
elseif(Vy>0.9*Vnom) &&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom) && (Voltage_vector(2)==Vx) 
&&(theta_ ac<=120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1,1,0.0,0]: 'Yotype Bb 
elseif (Vy>0.9*Vnom) &&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom) && (Voltage _ vector(3)==Vx) 
&&( theta _ ab<= 120) 
dip _ vector=[O.O, 1.0.0]: %type Bc 
% Type C DIPS 
elseif(Vz>0.9*Vnom)&& (Vz-Vy>Vy-Vx)&&(Vy<0.9*Vnom) && (Voltage_vector( I )==Vz)&& 
(theta_bc<120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.0.1.0,0]: %type Ca 
elseif (Vz>0.9*Vnom)&& (Vz-Vy>Vy-Vx)&&(Vy<0.9*Vnom) &&(Voltage _ vector(2)==Vz)&& 
(theta _ ac< 120) 
dip_vector=[O, 1. 1.0,0]: %type Cb 
elseif (Vz>0.9*Vnom)&& (Vz-Vy> Vy-Vx)&&(Vy<0.9*Vnom) &&(Voltage _ vector(3 )==Vz)&& 
(theta_ab<120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.1, LO,O]: "/c,type Cc 
%Type D Dips 
elseif(Vy>0.9*Vnom) &&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom) 
&&(Voltage _ vector( I )==Vx)&&(thetabc> 120) 
dip _ vector=[O.O.O.I.O]: %type Da 
elseif(Vy>0.9*Vnom) &&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom) 
&&(Voltage _ vector(2)==Vx)&&(theta _ ac> 120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.0.0.1,0]: %type Db 
elseif(Vy>0.9*Vnom) &&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom) 
&&(Voltage _ vector(3)==Vx)&&(theta _ ab> 120) 
dip _ vector=[O. LO, LO]: %type Dc 
%TYPE E DIPS 
elseif (Vz>0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy > Vy- Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom)&&(Voltage _ vector( I )==Vz) 











dip _ vectOl=[ 1.1.0.1.0]: % type Ea 
elseif (Vz>0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy > Vy-Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom)&&(Voltage _ vector(2)==Vz) 
&&(theta _ ac==120) 
dip_vector=[O.O.Ll.O]: % type Eb 
elseif (Vz>0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy > Vy- Vx) && (Vx<0.9*Vnom)&&(Voltage _ vector(3)==Vz) 
&&(theta _ ab==120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.0.1.1.0]: ~o type Ec 
%TYPE F DIPS 
elseif (Vz<0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Voltage_ vector( 1 )==Vx) &&(theta_bc> 120) 
dip_ vector=[O.l.l,1.0J; %type Fa 
elseif(Vz<0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy < Vy-Vx) && (Voltage_vector(2)==Vx) &&(theta_ac> 1 20) 
dip_vector=[Ll,1.1.0]: %type Fb 
elseif(Vz<0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy < Vy- Vx) &&(Voltage_ vector(3)==Vx) &&(theta_ab> 120) 
dip_ vector=[O.O.O.O.I]: %type Fc 
% TYPE G DIPS 
elseif (Vz<0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy > Vy- Vx)&&(Voltage_ vector( 1 )==Vz) &&(theta_bc<120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.0,0,0.1]: %type Ga 
elseif (Vz<0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy > Vy-Vx)&&(Voltage _ vector(2)==Vz) &&(theta _ ac<120) 
dip _ vector=[O.1 ,0,0, I]: %type Gb 
elseif (Vz<0.9*Vnom)&&(Vz-Vy > Vy- Vx)&&(Voltage _ vector(3)==Vz) &&(theta_ab<120) 
dip _ vector=[ 1.1.0.0.1]: %type Gc 
%Unclassified dips 
else dip _ vector=[O.O,O.O.O]: 
end 
function dip_name = ps_match_dip(D) 
% matches the 5 element vector to the corresponding dip-type 
dipmask=[O 1 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 I 0 1 0 1 0 1 : 
00110011001100110011: 
o 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0: 
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 0 0 0 0: 
00000000000000001111]: 
for i=1:20 
if D(: )-dipmask(:,i)==O: 
dip_type = i: 
switch dip_type 
case 1 










dip _ name='TYPE Ca': 
case 7 
dip _name='TYPE Cb': 
case 8 
















dip _ name='TYPE Dc'; 
case 12 




dip _ name='TYPE Ec'; 
case 15 




dip _ name='TYPE Fc'; 
case 18 
dip _ name='TYPE Ga'; 
case 19 
dip _ name='TYPE Gb'; 
case 20 
dip _ name='TYPE Gc'; 
otherwise 




function x = show_class(dip_matrix) 
% This function invokes ps _match_dip and create _ dip_vector and uses the matrix 
% dip_matrix 
m=size( dip_matrix, I ); 
for i = l:m 













APPENDIX A-2 MATLABTM FUNCTION CODE FOR BOLLEN 
CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHM (COURTESY OF DR M SCHILDER) 
THE SIX-PHASE METHOD 
function [t6.T6.V6.F6] = dipclsfy_six_l(va.vb.vc); 








% Melanie Schilder 
% 2004 /1 )lIS 
% Copyright: Eskom R&S. CR&D 
% rev3: 2006.105 /15 
0/0 ------------------------------------- 0/0 
% Declare some useful constants 
ala ------------------------------------- 0/0 
r2 = sqrt(2); 
r3 = sqrt(3); 
a=-1!2+j*rY2: 
a2 = a"2: 
af= pi/ISO: 
ala --------- ____________________________ ala 
% Calculate dip using 6-phase algorithm % 
ala _____________________________________ ala 
if abs( va )<eps. va = va+eps; end; 
if abs( vb )<eps. vb = vb+eps; end; 
ifabs(vc)<eps. vc = vc+eps; end; 
vvec = [abs( va) abs( vb) abs( vc)]; 
vrank = sort( vvec); 
vdiff= diff(vrank): 
v06 = (va+vb+vc)/3: 
va6 = va-v06; 
vb6 = vb-v06: 
vc6 = vc-v06; 
vab6 = (va-vb)/r3; 
vbc6 = (vb-vc)/r3: 
vca6 = (vc-va)ir3: 
Function to classifY dips using 
6-Phase Method 
Specific comparisons to SymDipClass 
t6, T6 indicate type (and number) according to Bollen 
V6, F6 characteristic voltage and PNF 
va,vb.vc are the complex phase voltages (single point data) 
% 
Lvec = round(l0000*[min«vbc6» min«vc6» min«vca6» min«va6» min«vab6» min«vb6»)])!\0000; 
Mvec = round(lOOOO*[max«vbc6» max«vc6» max((vca6» max«va6» max«vab6» max«vb6»)])110000; 
T6 = find(abs(L vec )==min(abs(Lvec »)-1; 











if length(T6» I, 
if length(T6 )==6, 
T6 = 6: 
else 
T6 = T6(1): 




Fi = Fi(l): 
end: 
ifT6<6, 
Y6 = Lvec(:,T6+1): 
F6 = Mvec(:,Fi+I): 
else 
Y6 = Lvec(:, I): 
F6 = Mvec(:, I): 
end: 
if(T6==0 & vdiff(l)<eps & vdiff(2)<eps), 
T6 = 6: 
end: 
ifT6==0, t6 = 'Ca'; end; 
ifT6==1, t6 = 'Dc'; end; 
ifT6==2, t6 = 'Cb'; end: 
ifT6==3, t6 = 'Da'; end; 
ifT6==4, t6 = 'Cc'; end; 
ifT6==5, t6 = 'Db'; end; 
ifT6==6, t6 = 'A'; end; 
B = (abs( vab6)"\4+abs( vbc6)"\4+abs( vca6)/\4 )./« abs( vab6}"2+abs( vbc6}"2+abs( vca6}"2)/\ 2): 
UB6 = sqrt«(l-sqrt(3-6*B))/(1 +sqrt(3-6*B)))* 1 00: 
ifB>0.5, 
if B<0.5+eps, 
B = 0.5; 
else 
dispCUnbalance calculation error. .. (B>0.5)'); 







B = )/3; 
else 
disp('U nbalance calculation error. .. (B< 1 /3 n 















THE SYMMETRICAL COMPONENT METHOD 
function [ts.Ts.Vs.Fs] = dipclsfLsym_l(va,vb,vc); 








0 ' /0 
01 
,0 
c lassi fication 
% 
(~~) 
% Melanie Schilder 
% 2004/ I ]115 
% Copyright: Eskom R&S, CR&D 
% rev3: 2006 /05/15 
(!~) _____________________________________ 01<) 
% Declare some useful constants 
'% _____________________________________ 0/0 
r2 = sqrt(2); 
r3 = sqrt(3): 
a = -1!2+j*r3/2; 
a2 = ai\2: 
af= pi!JSO; 
0/0 ------------------------------------- 0/0 
Function to classify dips using 
Symmetrical Component Method 
Specific comparisons to SixDipClass 
ts, Ts indicate type (and number) according to Bollen 
Vs, Fs characteristic voltage and PNF 
va,vb,vc are the complex phase voltages (single point data) 
% 
% Calculate dip using symmetrical components algorithm % 
% ------------------------------------- 0/.) 
ifabs(va)<eps, va = va+eps; end; 
ifabs(vb)<eps, vb = vb+eps; end; 
ifabs(vc)<eps, vc = vc+eps: end; 
\'Vec = [abs( va) abs( vb) abs( vc)]; 
Hank = sort( vvec); 
vdiff= diff(vrank): 
A = [I I I; I a2 a; I a a2]; 
Vseq = inv(A)*[va; vb; vc]: 
vOs = Vseq(I); 
vIs = Vseq(2): 
v2s = Vseq(3); 
ks = (angle(v2s.!(I-vls))*I SO/pi+20)/60; 
%ks = (angle(v2s./(I-vls))*ISO/pi)/60; 
Ts = round(ks); 
%UB = abs(v2s).!abs(vls)*100; 
UB = abs(v2s./vls)*100: 
ifUB<eps, 














Ts = Ts-6; 
end; 
while Ts<O, 
Ts = Ts-'-6: 
end: 
if (Ts==O & vdiff( I )<eps & vdiff(2)<eps), 
Ts = 6: 
end: 
end: 
VI = vis: 
V2 = v2s: 
VO = vOs; 
Vs = vi s-v2s*exp(-j*60*pi/lSO*(Ts)); 
Fs = vi s+v2s*exp(-j*60*pi/lSO*(Ts)); 
ifTs==O 
ts = 'Ca': 
end; 
ifTs==1 






ts = 'Da'; 
end; 
ifTs==4 






ts = 'A'; 
end; 
if length(Vs» I 
[I abs(va), abs(vb), abs( vc), angle(va)*lSO/pi, angle(vb)* ISO/pi, angle( vc)* ISO/pi, Vs, Fs] 
end: 
iflength(Fs» 1 
[2 abs(va), abs(vb), abs(vc), angle(va)*lSO/pi, angle(vb)*ISO/pi, angle(vc)*ISO/pi, Vs, Fs] 
end: 
Vs = round(Vs* 10000)/1 0000; 
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APPENDIX B-2: DIP GENERATOR SIMULINKTM MODEL 
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